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Zusammenfassung 

Intensive ultrakurze Lichtpulse, vorzugsweise mit Pulswiederholraten im Kilohertzbereich, 
mit wenigen optischen Zyklen und vollständig kontrolliertem elektromagnetischen Feld, sind 
notwendig, um mittels Erzeugung von Harmonischen höherer Ordnung einzelne Attosekun-
denpulse zu produzieren, die auf atomarer Ebene Echtzeitbeobachtung, Manipulation und 
Aufzeichnung von Elektronenbewegungen ermöglichen. Seit einigen Jahren werden Pulse mit 
wenigen optischen Zyklen routinemäßig in Titan:Saphir-Lasern erzeugt. Ultrakurze Pulse im 
Bereich weniger Femtosekunden mit Kilohertzwiederholraten wurden  unter Verwendung 
eines komplexen Aufbaus bestehend aus einem fs-Oszillator, einem Multipassverstärker für 
gechirpte Pulse und einer zusätzlichen, nichtlinearen Pulskompressionsstufe, demonstriert. 
Allerdings hat es sich als sehr schwierig erwiesen, diese Systeme in den Bereich mehrerer 
Millijoule Pulsenergie zu erweitern. Optische, parametrische Verstärker für gechirpte Puls 
haben sich als leistungsstarke Alternative erwiesen, um breitbandige Pulse mit wenigen opti-
schen Zyklen zu generieren. Sie sind zurzeit die einzige Methode, mit der hochenergetische, 
kohärente Lichtpulse weniger optischer Zyklen im vielfachen Milli-Joulebereich hergestellt 
werden können. 

Diese Dissertation konzentriert sich auf die Entwicklung eines Verstärkersystems, das speziell 
für das Pumpen eines effizienten, hochverstärkenden, optischen parametrischen Verstärkers 
mit vereinfachtem Pulsstrecker-Kompressor-Aufbau und hohem Pulskontrast konzipiert wur-
de. Nachfolgend ist die Entwicklung eines regenerativen Verstärkers auf Basis von dünnen 
Yb:YAG-Scheiben als Verstärkungsmedium beschrieben, die in verschiedenen Schritten vom 
einfachen Verstärker bis hin zu einem kompletten gechirpten Pulsverstärker mit Pulsspitzen-
leistungen von über 15 GW durchgeführt wurde. 

Die unten zusammengefasste Arbeit enthält einen einleitenden Teil, der kurz die Prinzipien 
der optischen parametrischen Verstärker und der Erzeugung Harmonischer höherer Ordnung 
beschreibt, gefolgt von Vorüberlegungen zur Seedgenerierung und nichtlinearen Effekten in 
Pumplasern für parametrische Verstärker. Anschließend sind die verschiedenen Schritte und 
Ergebnisse der einzelnen Entwicklungsstufen des regenerativen Verstärkers aufgeführt.  

Kapitel 1.1 stellt das regenerative Verstärkungsprinzip dar, zusammen mit einigen wichtigen 
Aspekten, die bei einer regenerativen Pulsverstärkung beachtet werden müssen. Eine Einfüh-
rung in die optische parametrische Verstärkung und die Erzeugung von Harmonischen höhe-
rer Ordnung wird in Kapitel 1.2 gegeben. 

Das ausgewählte laseraktive Medium Yb:YAG und seine Verwendung in einer Dünnschicht-
konfiguration werden in Kapitel 2 behandelt, gefolgt von der Beschreibung der Seederzeu-
gung in Kapitel 3, die sich mit der vollständigen optischen Synchronisation zwischen der 
Seedquelle, dem parametrischen Verstärker und dem Pumplaser beschäftigt. Ebenfalls an die-
ser Stelle werden die verwendeten Yb:KGW- und Titan:Saphir-Oszillatoren charakterisiert 
und deren Verwendung als Seedlaser für Verstärker mit injiziertem optischen Feld dargestellt. 
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Prinzipielle Überlegungen betreffend der nichtlinearen Effekte, wie Selbstfokussierung, 
Selbstphasenmodulation und B-Integral in einem regenerativen Verstärkersystem, sind in 
Kapitel 4 aufgeführt. Im Anschluss wird der speziell für das regenerative Verstärkersystem 
entwickelte elektro-optische Schalter zur Verringerung des kummulativen B-Integrals in 
Kapitel 4.3 erläutert. 

In den anschließenden Kapiteln 5 bis 7 sind die entwickelten regenerativen Verstärkersysteme 
mit den unterschiedlichen Laserköpfen vom Institut für Strahlwerkzeuge der Universität 
Stuttgart und der Trumpf Laser GmbH & Co. KG aus Schramberg beschrieben und 
charakterisiert. Zuerst wird der Ansatz der ungechirpten Verstärkung in Kapitel 5 präsentiert, 
gefolgt von den Verstärkersystemen in Kapitel 6 und 7, die in zwei unterschiedlichen 
dispersiven Verzögerungsstufen jeweils unterschiedliche Laufzeiten für verschiedene 
Frequenzen einführen, so zu längeren Pulsdauern während dem Verstärkungsprozess führen 
und dadurch die auftretenden Pulsspitzenintensitäten deutlich reduzieren. 

Ein weiterer Ansatz zur zusätzlichen Verkürzung der Pulsdauer des fertig gestellten Pikose-
kunden-Systems aus Kapitel 7.2 mit Hilfe einer zusätzlichen nichtlinearen Kompressorstufe 
ist in Kapitel 8 erläutert und durch erste Messungen charakterisiert. Ein Vorschlag zur weite-
ren Verstärkung der Pulse in den Bereich einiger Joule Energien bei Kilohertzwiederholraten 
ist in Kapitel 9 ergänzend angefügt.  

Diese Dissertation wird durch die Zusammenfassung und den Ausblick in den Kapiteln 10 
beziehungsweise 11 beendet. 

Die im Rahmen dieser Dissertation entstandenen Veröffentlichungen sind im Anhang aufge-
führt. 
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Abstract 

Intense ultrashort light pulses with full control of the subcycle field evolution preferably with 
kilohertz repetition rates are required to produce via high-order harmonic generation con-
trolled single attosecond pulses allowing real-time observation, manipulation and tracking of 
atomic-scale electron dynamics. By the turn of the millennium few-cycle light pulses are rou-
tinely generated in Ti:sapphire based lasers. Ultrashort pulses in the range of a few femtosec-
onds at kilohertz repetition rate have been demonstrated using a complex design consisting of 
an oscillator, a multipass chirped pulse amplifier and an additional nonlinear compression 
stage. However, it has been difficult to extend these systems to the multi-mJ level. Optical 
parametric chirped pulse amplifiers have emerged as a powerful alternative for creating 
broadband few-cycle pulses, and are the only method by which high energy multi-mJ few-
cycle coherent light pulses have been generated.  

This thesis focuses on the development of an amplifier laser system especially designed for 
use in pumping an efficient, high gain, high contrast, optical parametric chirped pulse ampli-
fier with a simplified stretcher-compressor system. Consecutively described is the develop-
ment of a regenerative amplifier based on an Yb:YAG thin disk as gain medium carried out in 
several evolutionary steps from a master oscillator power amplifier setup to a complete 
chirped pulse amplifier system with peak powers above 15 GW marking the birth of a new 
generation of pump lasers for optical chirped pulse amplifiers.  

This work summarized below is composed of an incipient part mentioning briefly the princi-
ple of optical parametric amplifiers and the generation of high-order harmonic generation 
followed by preliminary considerations such as seed generation and nonlinear effects for 
building a parametric amplifier pump source and finally the performed steps and results of the 
regenerative amplifier laser development.  

Chapter 1.1 introduces the regenerative amplifier, its principle and aspects to be considered 
regarding regenerative amplification. An introduction into optical parametric amplification 
and high-order harmonic generation is given in chapter 1.2. 

The chosen laser active medium Yb:YAG and its use in a thin disk laser configuration are 
mentioned in chapter 2 followed by the seed generation section in chapter 3 describing the all-
optical synchronization between the seed laser, the parametric and regenerative amplifier and 
the characterization of the used Yb:KGW and Ti:sapphire seed oscillators and their use as a 
seed source for amplifier with injected optical fields. 

Presented in chapter 4 are the preliminary considerations about the regenerative amplifier 
regarding the nonlinear effects such as self focusing, self phase modulation and B-integral in 
the amplifier system and the especially designed electro-optical switch meeting the require-
ment of a low cumulative B-integral for a high peak power laser. 

In the following three chapters 5 to 7 the developed regenerative amplifier systems using am-
plifier heads from the Institut für Strahlwerkzeuge at the University Stuttgart and Trumpf La-
ser GmbH & Co. KG from Schramberg are pronounced and characterized. First mentioned is 
the non chirped pulse amplification approach in chapter 5 pursued by the amplifier systems 
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seeded with temporally stretched seed pulses using two different dispersive delay lines intro-
ducing different velocities or path lengths to different frequency components of the pulses 
leading to much longer pulse durations with reduced peak intensities in chapter 6 and 7 re-
spectively.  

A further approach to shorten the pulse duration of the completed laser system characterized 
in chapter 7.2 is demonstrated in chapter 8 using a nonlinear compression scheme. To further 
boost the pulse energy into the multi-joule and multi-kilohertz regime a proposal is given in 
chapter 9.  

This work is finalized by the conclusion in chapter 10 and the outlook in chapter 11. 

The publications emerged in the framework of this thesis are listed in the addendum. 
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1 Introduction 

Light surrounds us everywhere and information transferred via light constitutes the main part 
of our perception. Since the first demonstration of a laser some 40 years ago [1], these sources 
of coherent light play an important role in science. Based on laser sources, a plurality of ef-
fects in atomic and molecular physics has been studied and light-matter interaction in general 
is a fast growing field with many important implications and applications. The discovery of 
the photoelectric effect by Einstein opened the field of research that deals with the interplay of 
matter and light. 

After the advent of mode-locked laser sources 1964 [2,3], the attainable pulse duration de-
creased and approaches nowadays the ultimate limit of a single field oscillation, which corre-
sponds to ~ 2.5 femtoseconds (10-15 s) for visible light [4]. During this development, the ad-
vances in optical technology opened more and more fields in not only atomic, but also 
molecular and solid-state physics and, awarded with the Nobel prize to Zewail in 1999, real-
time chemistry. Ultrashort laser pulses not only serve scientists as a fast shutter in terms of the 
sharp temporal confinement, but also feature another characteristic making them interesting 
for science: they offer unprecedented intensity. Focused short pulse lasers provide electric 
fields that rival the attractive electrostatic potential that binds electrons to nuclei, and are at 
the same time fully controllable making them an ideal tool for steering and controlling charge 
in atoms and molecules [5].  

The exchange of elementary charges between atomic systems constitutes the basic process of 
any chemical reaction. The question, how molecules and finally the world surrounding us is 
formed based on this charges transfer, is a driving force since the beginning of science. Due to 
the enormous speed that characterizes those processes, the methods to investigate them so far 
where restricted to comparing the initial and the final state of the system and had to guess the 
interim evolution. For many intra-atomic processes, femtosecond temporal resolution is not 
yet satisfactory. Attosecond science holds the promise to push the available temporal resolu-
tion by at least an order of magnitude and allows extending conventional ultrafast spectros-
copy and strong-field coherent control from the cycle-averaged to the sub-cycle domain of 
visible light [6]. Attosecond technology is based on the nonlinear response of atoms exposed 
to ultra-intense laser fields and is usually described as the absorption of many low-energetic 
(laser) photons followed by the emission of a single high-energetic photon. 

Employing short-pulse lasers for such studies is advantageous for two reasons: First of all, the 
interaction of charged particles with electric fields is well understood, facilitating the analysis 
and interpretation of the acquired data. Secondly, modern short-pulse laser sources emit 
pulses that merely comprise 1.5 field cycles of visible light [7]. They are therefore sources for 
the routine generation of the shortest controllable signals and thus ideal tools for the investi-
gation of ultrafast processes. Based on the frequency conversion of high-power laser pulses 
by high-order harmonic generation (HHG) [8,9], the spectral extent of the light is shifted into 
the extreme ultraviolet (XUV). This shift is accompanied by an additional shortening of the 
pulse duration and enables a series of experiments regarding the charge transfer in matter. 
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Producing such isolated attosecond XUV pulses via HHG requires high-energy, few cycle 
pulses preferably with kilohertz repetition rates for exploiting attosecond physics [4,10,11]. 
Ultrashort pulses in the range of a few femtoseconds at kilohertz repetition rate have been 
demonstrated using a complex design consisting of an oscillator, a multipass chirped pulse 
amplifier and an additional nonlinear compression stage [12,13]. However, it has been diffi-
cult to extend these systems to the multi-mJ level [14,15] but, nevertheless, due to the low 
conversion efficiency from the driving source to the produced X-ray photons especially of an 
infrared laser driven HHG, the driver source must have high pulse energy and pulse durations 
as short as possible preferably of a single optical cycle. 

Optical parametric chirped pulse amplifiers (OPCPA) have emerged as a powerful alternative 
for creating broadband few-cycle pulses, and are the only method by which high energy mu-
lit-mJ few-cycle coherent light pulses have been generated [16,17,18]. However, current 
OPCPA designs suffer from complex stretcher and compressor elements, necessitated by the 
pulse duration of pump laser pulses, which are currently several tens of picoseconds in dura-
tion or longer [19,20,21]. Stretching the seed pulse to a significant fraction of the pump pulse 
duration is required for efficient energy extraction, but extensive stretching to tens of picosec-
onds requires highly dispersive prisms or grating components and subsequently intricate adap-
tive dispersion management schemes for proper recompression [21,22]. The use of shorter 
pump pulses in the range of a few picoseconds [23] would eliminate the need for such a large 
stretching and compression ratio. In this case, for efficient energy extraction, the seed pulse 
can be stretched using only a few chirped mirrors [24], and recompressed in a highly efficient 
compressor consisting of only a few centimeter of bulk dispersive material. Furthermore, the 
damage threshold for nonlinear crystals decreases at a significantly lower rate than the long-
pulse τ1/2 scaling for incident pulse durations above 20 ps [25], allowing more efficient energy 
conversion to the signal for OPCPAs pumped by shorter pulses, as the parametric gain is in-
tensity dependent. As a consequence of higher pump intensities, the supported bandwidth in 
an OPA can be drastically increased due to simplified phase matching conditions by using 
shorter nonlinear crystals [26]. 

Recent experiments in the area of infrared (IR) multi-kilohertz few ps-amplifiers without 
chirped pulse amplification (CPA) [27] showed temporal pulse broadening due to self phase 
modulation (SPM) in the electro-optic modulator for energies below 1 mJ [28, 29]. While in 
principle, scaling of the Pockels cell (PC) dimensions allows for larger beam diameters and, 
hence, pulse energies at equal average output power, this scaling also requires increasingly 
inconvenient high voltages and larger required crystals that become difficult to fabricate. 
Since the SPM-induced spectral broadening at a given pulse energy is proportional to the 
square of the pulse duration, detrimental non-linear effects can be overcome utilizing CPA. 
Fortunately, at wavelengths around 1 µm stretchers and compressors of insignificant loss are 
available utilizing transmission or reflection gratings with efficiencies as high as 97 % and 
99 % respectively [30,31]. 

Consecutively described is the development of a regenerative amplifier based on an Yb:YAG 
thin disk as gain medium carried out in several evolutionary steps from a master oscillator 
power amplifier setup to a complete chirped pulse amplifier system with peak powers above 
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15 GW. To characterize the systems the following devices were used: A power meter head 
from Coherent Inc. LM-100 HTD together with the Fieldmaster read out. The pulse energy 
was determined via average power and repetition rate. Spectral measurements were done with 
a spectrometer HR4000 for a wavelength range from 950 to 1100 nm and a resolution of 
0.05 nm from Ocean Optics Inc. together with the SpectraSuite Spectroscopy Operating Soft-
ware. Pulse duration measurements were done with a home made second harmonic generation 
intensity autocorrelator [32] with a total scanning range of approximately 600 ps and a dy-
namic range of approximately 104. 

1.1 Regenerative amplifier 

Short optical pulses with high peak power have been generated by mode locked oscillators 
[33,34] with pulse energies between a few nJ with durations as short as 6 fs [35] and up to 
> 25 µJ with pulse durations of nearly 1 ps [36]. To reach significant higher pulse energies 
while keeping the pulse duration short amplifier or amplifier chains are necessary. Regenera-
tive amplifiers are commonly used to strongly amplify selected individual optical pulses from 
a train of low-energy pulses emitted by mode-locked oscillators and allow many passes 
through an inverted gain medium placed in an optical resonator. An optical switch such as a 
Pockels Cell (PC) injects the selected pulses into the cavity, controls the number of round 
trips and ejects the amplified pulse usually when the gain is saturated. The pulse width is typi-
cally given by the source of initial pulses and its final amplitude is determined by the ampli-
fier’s gain and loss.  

Fig. 1-1 Setup of a regenerative amplifier.  HR, high reflecting mirror; TFP, thin film polarizer; λ/2, 
half wave plate; λ/4 quarter-wave plate. 

Figure 1-1 shows the setup of a typical regenerative amplifier. The functionality is shortly 
described below. A more detailed description is given in [37]. In operation, the horizontally 
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polarized incoming pulse passes through an optical isolator build by the two thin film polariz-
ers (TFP) and the Faraday rotator, enters still horizontally polarized the cavity sector contain-
ing the PC and the intracavity quarter-wave plate (λ/4), hits the high reflecting mirror (HR) at 
the end of the cavity, is reflected back traveling a second time through the quarter-wave plate 
and is reflected via TFP 2 into the cavity due to the 90 degree polarization rotation by the 
double pass trough the quarter-wave plate. In this initial state, the PC is still switched off and 
has no influence on the polarization and the now vertical polarized pulse experiences a reflec-
tion at TFP 2 into the cavity. While the pulse is traveling towards the gain media a voltage is 
applied to the PC to compensate for the polarization rotation introduced by the intracavity 
quarter-wave plate keeping the pulse trapped inside the cavity as the polarization is now kept 
vertically. Once trapped inside the cavity as long as the voltage is applied to the PC the verti-
cal polarized pulse is amplified while passing twice per roundtrip through the inverted gain 
media. After the amplification cycle containing often more than 100 round trips inside the 
resonator the pulse is ejected from the cavity via switching off the quarter-wave voltage of the 
PC. After switching off the PC the amplified pulse polarization is rotated again by 90 degrees 
through passing twice trough the intracavity quarter-wave-plate allowing the horizontally po-
larized pulse exiting the cavity via TFP 2. Finally the Faraday rotator and TFP 2 separate the 
incoming pulse train from the amplified pulse. 

While no pulse is being amplified in the cavity, continuous wave (cw) laser action is pre-
vented by the quarter-wave plate and the TFP 2 acting together as a 100 % output coupler. 
After the first solid state regenerative amplifier in 1980 [38], regenerative amplifiers with 
repetition rates typically between a few kHz and several 100 kHz and pulse energies in the 
range of a few mJ and µJ respectively could be demonstrated [39-42]. 

The following aspects have to be considered regarding regenerative amplification: 

• The usually limited bandwidth of the amplifier gain medium can increase the duration 
for an unchirped pulse via gain narrowing. In case of amplifying a chirped pulse so 
called pulse steepening leads to shorter amplified pulse durations. Both effects are elu-
cidated in chapter 3. 

• Introduced by the optical intracavity components (PC, gain media, quarter-wave plate) 
dispersion can increase the pulse duration of the amplified pulse. In some special cases 
the positive dispersion can also be used to compress a previously negative chirped 
pulse [40]. 

• To keep the efficiency and the overall gain of the amplifier high, round trip losses in-
side the resonator should be kept as small as possible. The influence of gain, gain re-
covery due to pumping, losses, input and output energy are described in [38,43]. 

• Nonlinear effects caused by bulk material inside the amplifier cavity as the PC and the 
gain media can lead to temporal pulse distortion due to self phase modulation (SPM) 
and sever optical damage by self focusing (SF). SPM and SF are described in chapter 
4.1. 
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1.2 Optical parametric amplifier and high harmonic generation 

The regenerative amplifier presented in this work has been designed for creating high energy 
pulses for use in pumping an efficient, high gain, high contrast, infrared OPCPA with a sim-
plified stretcher-compressor system designated as a driving source for high harmonic genera-
tion. Therefore a short review about OPCPAs and HHG is given at this point to emphasize the 
need of such a picosecond pump source. 

Parametric amplification is a nonlinear process of second order used for converting a pump 
wave into signal photons of lower energies. A signal with the frequency ω1 is amplified in a 
nonlinear crystal in the presence of an intense so-called pump field of the frequency ω3 (ω3 > 
ω1). The pump wave is converted into the signal photon of lower energy ω1 and following the 
energy conservation the same numbers of so-called idler photons of the frequency ω2 = ω3 -
 ω1 are produced. The process is called parametric due to the modulation of the system pa-
rameter χ, the nonlinear optical susceptibility, in consequence of the pump field ω3 [44].One 
of the big advantages of the parametric amplification is the full conversion of the pump signal 
into the energy of the signal and idler beam and therefore the nonlinear crystal is not heated 
and thermal effects are totally absent. 

Parametric amplification was predicted in the early 1960s and the concept was soon applied in 
optical parametric oscillators (OPO) [45,46] and further proved to be a convenient way to 
extend the tunability of femtosecond lasers [47,48] based on noncollinear parametric convert-
ers. In 1992, the first OPA based on chirped pulse amplification techniques (OPCPA) was 
realized [49] before in 1986, Piskarskas et al. [50] investigated phase phenomena in paramet-
ric amplifiers in a similar system. A substantial contribution to the success of parametric am-
plification was made by the discovery of new nonlinear optical crystals with nonlinear optical 
properties not seen before like BBO and LBO [51]. In 1997, Ross et al. [52] proposed the use 
of OPCPA-techniques to amplify laser pulses to Petawatt peak power levels with a "table-top" 
amplifier. Since then, remarkable progress has been made in the development of OPCPA for 
example to achieve high gain, with a 37 % high conversion efficiency and high contrast a hy-
brid chirped-pulse amplification scheme that uses a single pump pulse and combines optical 
parametric amplification and laser amplification had been developed [53]. In 2007, Tavella et 
al. reached the 10 Terawatt regime with an OPCPA delivering few-cycle pulses with pulse 
durations below 10 fs. The progress of OPA/OPCPA development is summarized in the refer-
ences [26,54]. The advantages, challenges and disadvantages of OPAs are hereinafter referred 
to as: 

Advantages: 

• Gain bandwidth: One of the most remarkable properties of parametric amplifica-
tion is the possibility of large bandwidth amplification without substantial gain 
narrowing depending on geometry of interaction, crystal type, crystal thickness 
and wave vector phase-matching achieved mostly through noncollinear optical pa-
rametric interaction. 
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• Single-pass gain: The single pass gain achievable in an OPCPA is extremely high. 
It can reach up to six orders of magnitude. 

• Thermal load: The thermal load in an OPCPA is negligible till highest pulse repe-
tition rates. The energy is not stored in the amplifier material as it is in a solid state 
gain medium, but the energy conversion from pump to idler and signal is an in-
stantaneous parametric effect. 

• Efficiency: High efficiencies can be reached with OPCPAs. Typical reached effi-
ciencies are in the range of 20-25 % conversion from the pump laser to the signal 
wavelength. 

• Scalability to high energies: OPCPA can be scaled to reach even higher peak 
powers than with conventional CPA-amplifiers by reducing the pulse duration of 
the amplified signal pulses. The final compressed signal pulse duration can be 
much shorter due to the large amplification bandwidth. 

• Versatility to achieve phase matching: There are several degrees of freedom that 
can be exploited to achieve broadband phase matching. Among them, and most 
important, the non-collinear angle between pump and signal, but also the pump 
beam bandwidth (chirped pump), multiple beam pumping with different non-
collinear angles, or an angularly chirped signal or pump can be used.  

• Idler wave: The idler wave can also be useful in some case for example to gener-
ate a seed beam in spectral regions difficult to reach with conventional techniques 
or to use the idler wave to stabilize the carrier envelope offset [55,56]. 

Challenges: 

• Pump-to-signal synchronization: Amplification takes only place in the nonlinear 
crystal when pump and signal are present at the same time. Therefore precisely 
synchronization in time either by electronic or optical synchronization is required. 

• Stretching and compression: Stretching the seed pulse to a fraction of the pump 
pulse duration is required to extract energy out of the pump laser. In case of long 
pump pulses the recompression over four orders of magnitude of the amplified 
signal in the ps- or even ns-range to a few-cycle pulse is difficult to achieve. 

• Strict phase matching conditions: Alignment of a parametric amplifier involves 
several issues including geometry of interaction, pointing stability, pump energy 
fluctuations, beam collimation, etc. and must all be considered in order to obtain 
reliable operation. 

Disadvantages: 

• Background emission & temporal contrast: Background emission of an OPCPA 
has an entirely different mechanism of generation compared to amplified sponta-
neous emission (ASE) in a solid-state laser amplifier. The background emission in 
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an OPA is created by optical parametric superfluorescence due to spontaneous de-
cay of a pump photon into an idler and a signal photon which is further parametri-
cally amplified. 

• Pump beam requirements: The requirements for the pump in an OPCPA are de-
manding. The pump should deliver highest possible energy at a good beam quality. 
The amplified signal spatial beam profile is directly related to the optical proper-
ties of the pump beam. Even small imperfections in the pump beam profile will 
appear enhanced in the signal beam profile due to the high parametric gain. 

• Energy stability: Near saturation, the OPCPA output can reach only a pulse to 
pulse stability close to the pump pulse energy stability. 

• Spatial chirp: The non-collinear parametric amplification process is a directional 
process. If a poor choice of interaction geometry is made, spatial chirp and spatial 
dispersion of the amplified beam occur. 

A further advantage of OPCPAs is the development of few-cycle pulses at different wave-
lengths than provided by Ti:sapphire based lasers. Isolated attosecond pulses of photon ener-
gies up to ~100 eV (13 nm) can now be routinely generated and utilized in a host of interest-
ing applications requiring atomic time resolution, creating a new entire field of attosecond 
physics [57]. Typically, such pulses are generated by high harmonic generation (HHG) in a 
noble gas, driven by intense few-cycle laser pulses provided by a Ti:sapphire laser amplifier 
system at a wavelength around 800 nm [58,59].  

To understand reaction dynamics on atomic or molecular levels it is necessary to observe the 
inner electron shells. X-ray diffraction on the time base of an atomic unit of 24 as would al-
low 4-dimentional imaging of the electronic structure of matter with atomic resolution not 
only in space but also in time as shown in figure 1-1. The ultrashort electron or x-ray pulse 
allows recording snapshots of the dynamic evolution of the electron density distribution fol-
lowing excitation by a short pump pulse. Dynamic changes in the electron distribution may 
occur due to first the motion of the nuclei; the electron cloud virtually instantly adjusts to this 
motion; or second electronic excitation. The former process evolves on a multi-fs time scale 
and mirrors atomic rearrangement in molecules or solids. Electronic rearrangements may un-
fold within attoseconds [6]. A further application of an infrared driven HHG results from the 
created short wavelength in the so-called water window between 2.3 and 4.4 nm. Within the 
water window carbon atoms strongly absorb while water is transparent. Therefore submicro-
scopic analysis of tissue is possible allowing new perspectives in the fields of biophysics, 
pharmaceutical research and chemical synthesis. Low-order nonlinear frequency conversion 
processes such as second-harmonic generation, i.e. wave-mixing of the fundamental with the 
nonlinear dipole response of the interacting medium, leads to the emission of frequency 
shifted light already at comparably low laser intensities. In contrast to that, high order har-
monics result from the highly nonlinear interaction of ultra-intense laser pulses with typically 
a gaseous target medium [60]. Figure 1-2 shows an X-ray beam created by focusing a 
Ti:sapphire laser with 5 fs short pulses and 1.5 mJ pulse energy into helium gas [9]. 
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Fig. 1-1 Schematic of attosecond diffraction imaging of dynamic changes of atomic-scale electron distri-
bution. As an example, hydrogen atoms excited into the 1S-2P coherent superposition state 
have been exposed to 100-as, 1-Å x-ray pulses in a numerical experiment. From the recorded 
freeze-frame diffraction images shown on the screens, the instantaneous electron density distri-
bution can be determined. From a series of such images electronic motion can be reconstructed 
with attosecond resolution in time and picometer resolution in space. Courtesy of V. Yakovlev. 
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Fig. 1-2 Laser driven X-ray source in the water window (2.3-4.4 nm) 

produced in Helium with the following pump pulse parameters: 
5 fs; 1.5 mJ, 750 nm, 1.0 kHz. 

The basic generation mechanism for higher-order harmonics is successfully described by the 
“three-step-model” introduced by Corkum and Kulander [61] and summarized in figure 1-3. 
The three steps including tunnel ionization, the motion of the electron inside the laser electric 
field and the subsequent recombination with the parent ion are described below and in the 
figure caption. 

 

Fig. 1-3 Illustration of the three-step-model for high-harmonic radiation. First (left side) the laser elec-
tric field releases the electron from the atomic attractive potential via tunnel ionization (Ip: 
binding energy of the electron). Then (center panel) changing its sign after half a laser period, 
the electric field accelerates the electron first away from the ion and then back. The right panel 
shows the recombination of the electron with the ion and the emission of a high-energy photon. 
The attainable energy of the emitted photon depends on the ionization potential and the kinetic 
energy (Wkin) the electron gained during its acceleration in the laser electric field. 

Higher laser intensities cause a dramatic distortion of the atomic potential such that a potential 
barrier is formed featuring a local maximum called the saddle point (figure 1.3 left side). If 
the laser field frequency is low enough, the electron can escape from the atom by tunneling 
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through the potential barrier. The electron is set free via tunnel ionization due to the intense 
field by the optical few-cycle pulse with zero initial velocity and accelerated away from its 
parent ion by the laser electric field. It moves along a classical electron trajectory in the laser 
field and as soon as the electric field reverses, the electron is first decelerated and then accel-
erated back towards its parent ion. Recombination of the electron with its parent ion leads to 
the emission of a potentially extreme-ultraviolet (XUV) photon. The maximum cutoff energy 
Ñω in the high-harmonic spectrum is given in atomic units and can be calculated using classi-
cal [62] or quantum mechanics [63]. It is given by (the more accurate quantum mechanical 
treatment introduces a factor of ~1.3 to the ionization potential) 

 max p p( ) I 3.17Uω = +h  (1-1) 

 where Ip is the atom’s ionization potential, and  

 
2 2

p 2

e EU
4m

=
ω

 (1-2) 

is the ponderomotive potential and expresses the cycle averaged kinetic energy of a free elec-
tron oscillating in an electric field of intensity I, where E is the driver laser’s field strength, e 
the charge and m the mass of the electron and ω is the frequency [64]. It has been suggested 
and recently demonstrated [65] that using a long-wavelength driver, coherent x-ray photon 
energy cutoff can be significantly extended. Equation 1-2 shows that the maximum cutoff 
energy scales with the quadratic driver wavelength. The wavelength-scaling law of the HHG 
yield remains an interest of theoretical investigation [66,67]. In 2006 a 1 kHz carrier-
envelope-phase (CEP) stable 20-fs 2.1-µm-carrier-wavelength system, generating ~80 µJ 
pulses with a well-suppressed parametric superfluorescence background, pumped by a 
Nd:YLF laser system, using the concept of OPCPA was presented [68] and later in 2009 fur-
ther developed to higher pulse energies of 740 µJ [19]. Such a system with higher output en-
ergy in the mJ-range will be an ideal driver for HHG of coherent x-ray photons in the keV 
regime and could for the first time produce single attosecond pulses of < 30 as in a wave-
length regime of 1 nm (1keV) and would allow observations of inner electron shells with their 
faster dynamics. 

One photon per electron is emitted carrying the sum of the ionization potential and the elec-
tron’s kinetic energy. The recombination event itself is rather unlikely, the conversion effi-
ciency therefore low (~10-6 in the cut-off range). From the definition of the ponderomotive 
potential above and the estimation for the highest reachable recombination energies it is ap-
parent, that both the laser frequency and intensity determine the cut-off energy. Concluding 
that a longer driving laser wavelength at the same peak intensity triggers the emission of 
higher energetic photons led to several attempts to confirm this experimentally [69-72]. 
Newer experimental results see the generation of high-harmonic-radiation with short driving 
wavelengths λ in favor again [73,74]. As a rule of thumb, the efficiency scales as 1/λ5, while 
the cut-off grows according to λ2. The high photon energies that can be achieved in this proc-
ess together with the preserved temporal confinement of the emission make high-harmonic 
generation the ideal source for ultrashort high-energetic XUV bursts. However, the large ex-
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cursion the electron undergoes to accumulate kinetic energy (exceeding the fundamental pho-
ton energy several times) leads to a substantial spread of the free electron wavepacket reduc-
ing the recombination probability drastically. This wavepacket dispersion is estimated by 
[75,76] and justifies the little reabsorption probability of the electron as devoted to its quan-
tum nature. 

Due to the low conversion efficiency from the driving source to the produced X-ray photons 
especially of an infrared laser driven HHG, the driver source must have high pulse energy and 
pulse durations as short as possible preferably of a single optical cycle. The laser developed 
during this work was especially tailored to meet the requirements of a pump laser used for a 
few-cycle infrared driver source for HHG based on the concept of an IR-OPCPA mentioned 
above [19,68]. 

1.2.1 Parametric amplifier pumped with short pulses 

Optical parametric chirped pulse amplifiers (OPCPA) have emerged as a powerful alternative 
for creating broadband few-cycle pulses, and are the only method by which high energy 
multi-mJ few-cycle coherent light pulses have been generated [16-18]. However, current 
OPCPA designs suffer from complex stretcher and compressor elements, necessitated by the 
pulse duration of pump laser pulses, which are currently several tens of picoseconds in dura-
tion or longer [19,20,34]. Stretching the seed pulse to a significant fraction of the pump pulse 
duration is required for efficient energy extraction, but extensive stretching to tens of picosec-
onds introduces high losses to the seed energy and requires highly dispersive prisms or grat-
ing components and subsequently intricate adaptive dispersion management schemes for 
proper recompression [21,22]. The use of shorter pump pulses in the range of a few picosec-
onds [23] would eliminate the need for such a large stretching and compression ratio. In this 
case, the seed pulse can be stretched by passing it through a few-centimeter-long dispersive 
optical material and recompressed by a highly-efficient compressor made up of a few chirped 
multilayer mirrors [24]. 

Furthermore, the threshold intensity for optical damage of transparent materials increases 
even faster than the 1/τ1/2 scaling law for laser pulse durations τ decreasing below 20 ps [25]. 
For pulses longer than a few tens of picoseconds, the generally accepted picture of bulk dam-
age to defect-free dielectrics involves the heating of conduction-band electrons by the incident 
radiation and transfer of this energy to the lattice. Damage occurs when the deposited heat is 
sufficient to melt, boil, or fracture the dielectric material. Because the controlling rate is that 
of thermal conduction through the lattice, this model predicts [77] a τ1/2 dependence of the 
threshold damage fluence upon pulse duration τ. For large-band-gap materials, such as dielec-
tric materials, a change in the damage mechanism and morphology for pulses shorter than 20 
ps can be observed. For pulses shorter than ~20 ps, electrons have insufficient time to couple 
to the lattice during the laser pulse and a continuously decreasing threshold occurs, associated 
with a gradual transition from the long pulse, thermally dominated regime, to an ablative re-
gime dominated by collisional and multiphoton ionization, and plasma formation [37]. 
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As a consequence, exposing the nonlinear crystal to higher intensities allows the same OPA 
gain to be attained with a shorter crystal and hence over a broader bandwidth [26]. A simple 
gain calculation of an OPA can be derived from the analytical solution of the coupled-wave 
equations, assuming the slowly-varying-envelope approximation, flat top spatial and temporal 
profiles and neglecting pump depletion. The intensity gain G of an OPA can be expressed as 

 ( ) ( ) 2
2 sinh

G 1 gL
α⎛ ⎞

= + ⎜ ⎟α⎝ ⎠
 (1-3) 

with 
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0 p s i s i

I
g 4 d

2 n n n c
= π

ε λ λ
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2 kLgL
2

∆⎛ ⎞α = − ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 (1-5) 

where  

 ( )p s ikL k k k L∆ ≡ − −  

is the scalar phase mismatch of the wave vectors of the pump laser kp, the signal ks and the 
idler wave ki. L is the interaction length in a nonlinear crystal, deff is the effective second or-
der nonlinear coefficient of the nonlinear crystal, Ip is the pump intensity, ε0 is the permittivity 
of free space, np is the refractive index of the pump laser, ns is the refractive index of the sig-
nal, ni is the refractive index of the idler, c is the speed of light in vacuum, λp is the pump la-
ser wavelength, λs the signal wavelength and λi the idler wavelength. G can be simplified to 
G' assuming exact phase matching (∆k = 0) as 

 ( ) ( ) ( )
2

2 2sinh gL
G gL sinh gL

gL
⎛ ⎞

′ ≈ =⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 (1-6) 

and expresses directly the relation between the pump intensity and the length of the OPA 
crystal. As can be seen in equation 1-6, G' returns the same value if gL is constant. 

gL can be related to the pump intensity Ip and crystal length L as 

 pgL I L∝  (1-7) 

Therefore the OPA gain is constant for  

 pI L const.=   

and shows immediately that a ten times higher pump intensity leads to a 3.16 (= square root of 
10) times shorter OPA crystal in order to achieve the same gain while supporting at the same 
time a larger bandwidth due to better phase matching conditions in the shorter OPA crystal. 
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Figure 1-4 shows the calculated wavelength dependent gain in a bulk lithium niobate crystal 
for a 20 mJ pump pulse and different combinations of pump pulse durations, pump beam di-
ameters and crystal lengths required to achieve the same gain in a bulk lithium niobate crystal. 
It can be seen that the supported bandwidth increases drastically for shorter crystals. 
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Fig. 1-4 Calculated gain over the wavelength for a 20 mJ pump pulse and different combinations of 

pump pulse durations, pump beam diameters and crystal lengths required to achieve the same 
gain in a bulk lithium niobate crystal. It can be seen that the supported bandwidth increases 
drastically for shorter crystals (d: beam diameter; l: crystal length). 
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2 Yb:YAG as laser active medium 

As a quasi-three-level system Yb:YAG requires high pump power densities > 1.5 kW/cm² but 
since high power pump diodes for the absorption bandwidth around 940 nm are available, 
Yb:YAG has become a popular laser medium for cw high power and even pulsed high energy 
lasers especially based on the thin disk technology. Currently Yb:YAG disk based laser dem-
onstrated cw output powers of  more than 8 kW [28], showed 280 mJ pulse energy in a cavity 
dumped system with 25 ns pulse durations at a repetition rate of 100 Hz [78] and are commer-
cially available with pump powers of up to 12 kW at Dausinger & Giesen GmbH. Yb:YAG 
exhibits a complete set of properties favorable for high-power diode-pumping [79]: 

• very low quantum defect (91% quantum efficiency) 
• very low fractional heating 
• broad absorption bands (10 nm @ 940 nm) 
• high doping levels possible without quenching (>20%) 
• no excited-state absorption or upconversion 
• 940 nm pump enables use of very reliable InGaAs diodes 
• high thermal conductivity of YAG (6.6 Wm-1K-1 @ 3% Yb doping) 
• high tensile strength of the host material 
• long lifetime of upper laser level (~1 ms) 
• broad emission bands (~10 nm; < 1 ps pulses possible) 

Other rather new laser materials as Yb-doped sesquioxides (Yb:Sc2O3; Yb:Lu2O3; Yb:Y2O3) 
could also be considered as laser media in high gain thin disk amplifiers impressing through 
high quantum efficiency (~95 %), high heat conduction (~11 Wm-1K-1 @ 3% Yb doping), 
large bandwidth (11.6 - 14.4 nm) and higher emission cross section than Yb:YAG [80]. 

2.1 Disk laser 

All these advantages are perfectly combined in the 1994 presented thin disk based laser and 
amplifier head [81] developed at the Institut für Strahlwerkzeuge (IFSW) at the Technical 
University Stuttgart and nowadays commercially available at the company Dausinger + 
Giesen GmbH. 

The general principle of the disk laser head is shown in figure 2-1. The pump radiation pro-
duced by laser diodes is first homogenized either by fiber coupling or by focusing into a 
quartz rod and imaged on the disk using a collimation optic and the parabolic mirror inside 
the laser head. The disk is coated on the backside for reflecting the pump and signal wave-
length. Therefore the unabsorbed part of the pump radiation is recollimated at the opposite 
side of the parabolic mirror and redirected via two mirrors to another part of the parabolic 
mirror refocusing it again on the disk. This reimaging is repeated until the complete pump 
light is absorbed in the disk. This technically mature scheme can be used for small disks 100 
to 200 µm thin with a few millimeters in diameter cooled via a substrate or larger few milli-
meter thick free standing disks with 60 mm in diameter directly water cooled from the back-
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side. Figure 2-2 shows the commercial 5 kW laser head from Trumpf Laser GmbH & Co. KG 
together with the pump radiation absorption scheme. 

 
Fig. 2-1 Schematical setup of the disk laser head and side view of the pump light reimaging technique. 

Fig. 2-2 Principle of the disk laser and the pump light reimaging technique (left side) and the 5 kW laser 
head by courtesy of Trumpf Laser GmbH + Co. KG. 

Scaling a laser towards high repetition rates while still aiming for high energy picosecond 
pulses means not only dealing with intensity-caused difficulties just like optical damage or 
nonlinear effects such as self phase modulation or self focusing but also with exceedingly 
high thermal loads in the laser gain medium. So far no other laser concept has shown such a 
good scalability towards high average powers with energies well above the millijoule range 
than the thin disk laser technology. Through the efficient one dimensional heat removal a disk 
laser accepts extremely high pump densities of 1 MW/cm³ while still keeping thermal induced 
distortions and lensing of the laser media low allowing outstanding beam qualities even in 
multi pass arrangements. 

Energy scaling and power scaling can be easily realized via larger disk diameters and enable 
scaling in two dimensions not only in one as it is mostly the case for slab laser arrangements 
(scaling via the length of the slab). Figure 2-3 shows the laser head of Dausinger + Giesen 
GmbH for cw output powers of up to 12 kW with possible disk diameters as large as 60 mm. 
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Simulations performed at the IFSW Stuttgart show that output powers in the range of tens of 
kilowatts average power will be possible using a single disk [82]. 

 

Fig. 2-3 The commercial 12 kW cw disk laser head by courtesy of the Dausinger + Giesen GmbH. 

Another exciting aspect of a disk based laser is the small longitudinal extension of the gain 
medium allowing the amplification of short pulses without facing problems due to nonlineari-
ties and large B-integral accumulation. Therefore high peak power sources are possible with-
out cost intensive large gratings in stretcher and compressor setups. The disadvantage of low 
amplification in the thin disk is easily compensated by the large possible pump densities as it 
is shown in chapter 8. 
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3 Seed generation 

The regenerative amplifier system presented in this work was especially designed to pump an 
OPA and therefore needs to be temporal synchronized with the designated seed source of the 
OPA. For a precise synchronization the all-optical approach introduced by [22] has been cho-
sen where the seed source of the regenerative amplifier and the OPA derive from the same 
oscillator. Electronic synchronization of the pump laser and OPA seed source was used in 
[20,83,84], where a broadband Ti:sapphire oscillator, employed as OPCPA seed, was syn-
chronized with the master oscillator of a picosecond pump laser based on Nd:YAG using a 
complex electronic servo loop [85]. State-of-the art active synchronization loops [83], based 
on pricy GHz electronics, make it possible to keep the root-mean-square timing jitter between 
the seed and pump pulses on a sub-picosecond level. Whereas this locking precision satisfies 
well the demands of OPCPA pumped by Nd-based picosecond lasers (pulse duration range 
20-100 ps), it is insufficient for use with subpicosecond Yb-based pump lasers.  

The first optical synchronization has been reported in [86] where a fraction of a broadband 
seed pulse centered at 760 nm from a 70-MHz Ti:sapphire oscillator was frequency-shifted in 
a photonic crystal fiber to enable synchronized seeding of a picosecond Nd:YAG pump laser 
allowing to abstain from all electronic synchronization techniques. Later, the Ti:sapphire os-
cillator used in [86] was developed further by changing the chirped mirrors to provide a 
broader spectrum containing enough signal in the infrared to seed a regenerative amplifier 
directly without the intermediate step of using a frequency shifter. In table 3-1 the properties 
of electronic and optical synchronization methods are comparative summarized. 

 electronic            
synchronization 

optical               
synchronization 

Timing jitter       
(short term) 

< few ps < 1 ps 

Timing drift        
(long term) 

several tens of ps several ps 

Wavelength 
tunability 

flexible flexible within     
oscillator spectrum 

Coarse timing daily realignment 
required 

fixed all time 

Seed energy to 
pump energy 

high low (ASE problem) 

Handling complicated simple 

Cost two oscillator and 
locking electronics 

ultra broadband     
oscillator 

Tab. 3-1 Comparison of electronic and optical synchronization methods. 
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For seeding the designated OPA and the regenerative amplifier presented in this work a home 
made ultra-broadband 6 fs-Ti:sapphire oscillator [87] described in chapter 3.2 has been used. 
To be independent of the Ti:sapphire oscillator development for the first experiments a com-
mercial Yb:KGW laser with 70 MHz repetition rate described in chapter 3.1 has been used.  

3.1 Yb:KGW oscillator 

To be independent of the ultra broadband Ti:sapphire seed oscillator being developed and 
described in chapter 3.2 for the first experiments a commercial ytterbium doped potassium 
gadolinium tungstate (Yb:KGW) oscillator from Positive Light was used to seed the regenera-
tive amplifier. At 70 MHz repetition rate, pulse energies of ∼5 nJ with 450 ps pulse duration 
were measured. The spectral bandwidth was measured to be ∼3.5 nm at a center wavelength 
of 1028 nm and corresponds to a time bandwidth limited pulse duration of 445 fs. 
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Fig. 3-1 Measured second harmonic (SHG) autocorrelation traces of the Yb:KGW oscillator in depend-

ence of the diode pump current. 
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Fig. 3-2 Measured output spectrum of the Yb:KGW oscillator in dependence of the pump current. 

Above a pump current of 20 A a cw spike was detected. 
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The passively mode-locked laser [88] was directly diode pumped and figure 3-1 and figure 3-
2 show the pump current dependent pulse duration and the correspondent output spectra, re-
spectively. Above a pump current of 20 A, a cw spike was detected through an additional up-
coming cw background of the at this point not completely mode-locked oscillator. To run the 
laser without cw background and without driving the pump diodes at a too high current the 
laser was operated at 18.0 A, resulting in a pulse duration of 530 fs. 

3.2 Ti:sapphire oscillator 

The seed spectrum for both the OPA and the regenerative amplifier are generated directly 
from a mirror dispersion-controlled Kerr-lens mode-locked Ti:sapphire oscillator described in 
[87] with an ultra-broad and smooth spectra. The total output power reaches 250 mW at a 
repetition rate of 70 MHz with pulse durations of ∼6 fs. The beam path of the prism-less 
Ti:sapphire laser and extracavity dispersion-compensation setup is shown in figure 3-3 and 
the layout is displayed in figure 3-4. The measured complete spectra of the Ti:sapphire seed 
oscillator is displayed in figure 3-5. 

Fig. 3-3 The beam path of the prism-less Ti:sapphire laser and extra cavity dispersion-compensation 
setup [87]. CP, compensating plate; L, incoupling lens; M 0–5, chirped mirrors; Mc, 50 mm 
folding mirror; OC, output coupler; X, Ti:sapphire crystal; W, wedged plate. 

Fig. 3-4 Schematical layout of the Ti:sapphire seed oscillator. 
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Fig. 3-5 Measured spectra of the Ti:sapphire seedlaser. 

 The oscillator output is simultaneously broadened by SPM to more than an octave and the 
difference frequency (DFG) between the high and low frequency components is generated in 
a 2 mm long magnesium-oxide-doped periodically poled lithium niobate crystal (PP-
MgO:LN) to measure and stabilize the carrier envelope offset phase of the oscillator pulses 
[89]. Two dichroic mirrors are used to separate the spectral components. The IR component 
contains the carrier-envelope phase (CEP) information while the near IR component is used 
for seeding the disk based regenerative amplifier. Figure 3-6 shows how the different spectral 
components are splitted off. The measured infrared components of the Ti:Saphire oscillator 
interesting for seeding the regenerative amplifier around 1000 nm are shown in figure 3-7. 
The inset of figure 3-7 shows the measured beam profile of the infrared components. 

Fig. 3-6 Seed laser set-up (CM: chirped mirror, DM: dichroic mirror). 

The infrared seed spectrum is simultaneously used in the laboratory for an amplifier based on 
Nd:YLF (λs = 1053 nm) for pumping an already existing OPA [19]. Being able to use the full 
spectral components provided for each amplifier system by the Ti:sapphire oscillator the in-
frared seed spectra is split by an edge filter. The spectral components above 1043 nm for the 
Nd:YLF laser are transmitted and below 1043 nm for the Yb:YAG disk based amplifier re-
flected. Figure 3-8 shows the spectral components separated by the edge filter in comparison 
to the entire infrared seed spectrum provided by the Ti:sapphire oscillator.  
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Fig. 3-7 Measured infrared components of the Ti:Sapphire oscillator interesting for seeding the regen-

erative amplifier around 1000 nm. 
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Fig. 3-8 Spectral components separated by the edge filter in comparison to the entire infrared seed spec-

trum provided by the Ti:sapphire oscillator.  
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Fig. 3-9 Spectra and beam profile around the wavelength of 1030 nm sliced out with an 10 nm broad 

interference filter. 
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An interference filter for 10 nm bandwidth with ∼50 % transmittance was used to determine 
the entire seed energy and beam profile shown in figure 3-9 within the spectral acceptance of 
the Yb:YAG amplifier. The resultant seed energy in the spectral region of the ~5.3 nm broad 
gain bandwidth of Yb:YAG, centered at 1030 nm, was measured to be ~2 pJ. 

3.3 Gain narrowing 

The emission band of Yb:YAG around 1030 nm allows an amplification of a bandwidth of 
~5.3 nm which correspondents to a time bandwidth limited (TBL) Gaussian pulse duration of 
294 fs. The pulse energy delivered by the Ti:Sapphire oscillator shown in the spectral region 
between 1027.5 nm and 1032.5 nm (figure 3-9) is estimated to be around 1 pJ. When amplify-
ing pulses with a broad bandwidth close to the supported bandwidth of the laser gain medium 
one has to take into account that different spectral components of the pulse experience differ-
ent gain leading to an elongation of the duration for an unchirped pulse. In a linear system 
without saturation the center region of the optical spectrum experiences a higher gain than the 
spectral wings resulting in a narrower bandwidth. The limited bandwidth of Yb:YAG is 
clearly visible in the fluorescence spectrum of the disk amplifier in figure 3-10. 
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Fig. 3-10 Fluorescence spectrum of the Yb:YAG disk amplifier. 

Assuming an unchirped Gaussian pulse τin at the input of the amplifier with a Gaussian small 
signal gain distribution the output pulse duration τout is given by 

 ( ) 02
out in

g

16 ln 2 ln a
τ = τ +

∆ω
 (3-1) 

where a0 is the overall gain and ∆ωg is the spectral FWHM of the gain curve determined by 
the gain medium [97]. With the given supported bandwidth λg of the gain medium at the cen-
ter wavelength λc the frequency width ∆ωg is 

 g
g 2

c

2 cπ ⋅∆λ
∆ω =

λ
 (3-2) 
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The minimal reachable pulse duration after amplifying the seed pulse with a bandwidth of 
~5.3 nm (maximum accepted bandwidth of Yb:YAG) and a pulse energy of 1 pJ (estimated 
seed energy of the Ti:Sapphire oscillator) to an energy level of approximately 5 mJ 
(a0 = 5·109) given by gain narrowing was calculated to be 1.69 ps which correspondents to a 
final TBL bandwidth of 0.92 nm. The calculated pulse duration of ~1.7 ps is still well below 
the desired goal of this work to reach pulse durations below 2 ps and no further measures for 
broadening the amplified spectra have to be taken into account. Broadening of the spectra 
could be achieved via intracavity filters suppressing the center wavelength with the highest 
gain or spectral shaping of the input pulse. Both methods aim for higher amplification of the 
spectral wings compared to the center wavelength. Figure 3-11 shows the final pulse duration 
calculated according to equation 3-1 caused by gain narrowing for TBL input pulses of differ-
ent durations amplified by a factor of 5·109.  
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Fig. 3-11 Final pulse duration caused by gain narrowing for input pulses of different duration amplified 

by a factor of 5·109 at a center wavelength of 1030 nm. 
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4 Preliminary considerations about the regenerative amplifier 

Considering amplification without chirped pulse amplification (CPA) [27] nonlinear effects 
caused by the bulk material inside the regenerative amplifier cavity can lead to undesired 
temporal pulse distortion via self phase modulation (SPM) and optical damage entailed by self 
focusing (SF) [90]. Both SPM and SF have their physical origin in a nonlinear polarization 
generated in the medium resulting in the temporal intensity I(t) dependent refractive index n 

 0 2n n n I(t)= +  (4-1) 

where 2n  the nonlinear refractive index can be described with the permittivity of free space ε0 

and the speed of light c as 

 2
2

0 0

2nn
cn

=
ε

  (4-2) 

The quantity n2 is called nonlinear index coefficient and describes the strength of the coupling 
between the electric field and the refractive index. The most often used quantities are n2 in esu 
units and 2n  in cm²/W. The conversion factor between the two quantities is: 

 2 30
2 2 22

0 0 0
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300 n n

−µ
= ≈ ⋅

ε
 (4-3) 

with the permeability of free space µ0. The nonlinear refractive index is a result of an optical 
nonlinearity of third order and can be described with the material dependent third-order sus-
ceptibility χ(3): 

 
(3)

2
0

3n
8n
χ

=  (4-4) 

Table 4-1 gives some examples of 2n  for different materials. 

Material n0 2n  (x 10-16cm²/W) λ (nm) Reference 

YAG 1.82 6.21 1064 [91] 

YAlO3 1.93 7.30 1064 [91] 

BBO 1.6 2.88 1064 [92] 

FS 1.45 2.46 1064 [91] 

KTP 1.77 23.67 1064 [92] 

MgF2 1.4 0.57 1064 [92] 

Te Glass 2.0 20.95 1064 [92] 

Air 1.0 0.012 308 [93] 

Tab. 4-1 Nonlinear refractive index parameters of different materials. 
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The intensity dependence of n implies a refractive index varying in time and space causing 
SPM and SF respectively. 

A general description of SPM is given in [90,94] and therefore at this point only briefly de-
scribed. As the pulse propagates through a medium with positive nonlinear refractive index 
the intensity at any point increases and than falls as the pulse goes past and will create a time-
varying refractive index of the medium. This variation in refractive index produces a shift in 
the instantaneous phase of the pulse and results in a frequency shift. In other words a tempo-
rally varying phase implies that the instantaneous optical frequency differs across from its 
central frequency and new frequency components are continuously created as the pulse 
propagates through the media. The maximum frequency shift occurs at the points of maxi-
mum slope or maximum dI(t)/dt. 

A pulse with a smooth time envelope acquires a linear frequency chirp and increases linear 
with the distance while propagating through the medium, at least as long as the temporal pulse 
shape remains unchanged.  

 SPM is utilized for example in nonlinear compression schemes where additional frequency 
components are created to further compress pulses to shorter durations [95]. In regenerative 
amplifiers SPM is usually undesirable. In most optical media, group-velocity dispersion 
(GVD) is present and the optical frequencies travel with different group velocities resulting in 
a changed pulse shape and can lead to strong pulse distortions and pulse broadening.  

Whereas SF is a consequence of the refracted index dependency of the light intensity in mate-
rials with a positive nonlinear refractive index 2n . A nonuniform intensity distribution across 

the beam profile leads to a transverse variation of the index of refraction. For dielectric mate-
rials the refractive index decreases for a Gaussian beam from the center with increasing radial 
coordinate. This modified refractive index distribution acts like a focusing lens [90] and can 
lead to severe damage in small focused spots in an optical system.  

One can define a “self trapping” power Pcr,1 as the power for which the wave front curvature 
change caused by diffraction is exactly compensated by the change in the wave front curva-
ture due to self-lensing over a short distance. Pcr,1 is determined by 

 
2 2
0 s
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0 2

wP I
2 8 n n

π λ
= =

π
 (4-5) 

where I0 is the peak intensity, w0 the center frequency and λs the signal wavelength. For a β-
barium borate (BBO) Pockels cell as used in the regenerative amplifier described below, Pcr,1 
reaches 888.3 kW using equation 4-5, 2n (BBO) = 2.88·10-16cm²/W and n0 (BBO) = 1.65.   

4.1 The B-integral 

SPM is often accompanied and enhanced by SF in the same system. To estimate the cumu-
lated nonlinear effects occurring for example in multipass and regenerative amplifiers, it has 
become conventional to use the “B-integral” as a measure of the nonlinear phase accumula-
tion of a pulse as it propagates through a material and is given by 
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taking into account the changes in diameter and power level at each position z of the laser 
beam through the complete system of the length L. A generally accepted value for the cumu-
lative B-integral for high-power laser is B ≤ 3 to 5 to avoid serious nonlinear damage and 
temporal pulse distortions caused by either SPM or SF. Noticeable spectral distortion begins 
at B ~ 1.5 - 2.0. 

Using equation 4-6 for a pulse with the duration τ in a regenerative amplifier containing a 
Pockels cell with the length LPC exhibiting the nonlinear refractive index 2PCn  and a gain me-

dium with the length Lb owning the nonlinear refractive index 2bn the B-integral can be calcu-

lated for a single roundtrip starting with an initial intra cavity energy E1 as 
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λ τ λ τ λ τ λ τ
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with the two beam diameters in the PC and the gain medium rPC and rb respectively. The first 
term contains the B-integral introduced by the pulse with the initial Energy E1. The second 
and third term contain the B-integral introduced by the gain medium amplifying the energy 
from E1 to g·E1 and g·E1 to g2·E1 respectively. The last term contributes the B-integral added 
by the pulse being twice amplified in the gain medium passing through the PC again. 

For a regenerative amplifier based on a thin disk where the length of the disk (usually 10-

1mm) is negligible compared to the crystal length of the PC the total accumulated B-integral 
for the total number of roundtrips ntot inside the resonator is given as 

  
totn n

2 PC RT 0

n 1 s PC

4n L g EB
r

=

=

=
λ τ∑  (4-8) 

where E0 is the seed energy and gRT the total roundtrip gain.  

4.2 B-Integral of the regenerative amplifier 

An electro-optical device is required to switch the pulses in and out of the cavity and has to be 
passed twice for each round trip inside the cavity. The PC is the only bulk material inside the 
cavity accumulating B-integral neglecting the thin laser disk with a few tenth of a millimeter 
compared to the usual length of 40 mm crystal in a commercially available PC. To amplify 
the pulses in the regenerative cavity without CPA, SPM and SF in the PC should be impeded 
by any chance to evade changes in the pulse spectra and beam profile causing instabilities in 
the beam parameters such as filamentation, temporal pulse distortion or even material dam-
age. 

Taking CPA not into account the possibilities to keep the B-integral caused by the PC low are 
high gain inside the regenerative cavity reducing the number of necessary round trips, large 
beam diameter in the PC decreasing the intensity and the use of a short PC-crystal minimizing 
the path length through the critical media. 
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As a result of first considerations the regenerative amplifier was planned to be designed for a 
total output energy of 5 mJ at a repetition rate of 10 kHz with pulse duration of 2 ps. For most 
disk based amplifiers the gain per round trip is low as the gain media is usually only one tenth 
of a millimeter thin and lies typically in the range between 10 and 40 % [28, 96]. 

Calculated with equation 4-8, figure 4-1 shows the accumulated B-integral of a BBO PC over 
the number of round trips for a given calculated gain to achieve pulse energies of 5 mJ start-
ing from a seed level of 1 pJ. Three different conditions were calculated using pulse durations 
of 2 and 10 ps, PC crystal length of 20 and 40 mm and beam radii of 1.5, 2.0 and 3.0 mm. 
With an expected gain of 20 % roughly 80 roundtrips are required to reach pulse energies of 
5 mJ. Aiming for 5 mJ pulses with durations of 2 ps without CPA figure 4-1 shows that only a 
large beam diameter of 6 mm in a 20 mm short PC-crystal can keep the B-integral small 
enough (green graph) to avoid a large B-integral for a reasonable number of round trips 
somewhere between 40 and 100. In this case the calculated B-integral reaches a still accept-
able value of 2.57. If the beam diameter is reduced to 2 mm the B-integral already reaches a 
critical value of 5.77. Only stretching the pulse for example to 10 ps would decrease the B-
integral significantly for smaller beam diameters. 
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Fig. 4-1  Calculated B-integral for different pulse durations, PC length and beam diameters in depend-
ence of the amount of round trips at a given gain to reach an energy level of 5 mJ starting from 
a seed energy of 1 pJ. 

Later, it was found that the achievable energy directly out of the regenerative amplifier can 
reach more than 30 mJ and required a CPA setup to avoid SPM. Figure 4-2 shows the calcu-
lated accumulated B-integral in a 20 mm long PC for out coupled pulse energies of 32 mJ, a 
beam diameter of 2.5 mm (radius 1.25 mm) and three different pulse durations of 20 ps, 70 ps 
and 200 ps respectively.  
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 Fig. 4-2 Calculated B-integral for a PC length of 20 mm, a beam diameter of 2.5 mm (radius 1.25 mm) 
and three different pulse durations of 20 ps, 70 ps and 200 ps respectively. 

4.3 The Pockels cell 

For coupling the pulses in and out of the amplifier resonator a BBO-crystal containing PC as 
electro-optic switching device was chosen. PCs are well described in [37,97] and not further 
explained in detail at this point. Applied to high-voltage (HV) pulses, piezoelectric effects can 
give rise to acoustic waves in nonlinear crystals which can ruin the performance of the 
Pockels cell by modulating the crystal birefringence through the elastooptic effect long after 
the high-voltage pulse is applied. Effective Q-switching of lasers at high repetition rate im-
plies that the crystal is relatively free of piezoelectric ringing. BBO Q-switches have been 
reported to exhibit negligible piezoelectric ringing at repetition rates of up to 6 kHz. Only a 
small acoustic contribution around 5 % to the total electro-optic coefficient has been meas-
ured [98] explaining why no piezoelectric ringing is detected with BBO Pockels cells up to 
6 kHz [99]. The combination of high optical damage threshold, (single-shot bulk damage 
threshold value, up to 50 GW/cm2 at 1064 nm [100]) reduced piezoelectric ringing and rela-
tively low insertion loss makes this crystal particularly attractive for electro-optic Q-switching 
of high peak and average power solid-state lasers [96].  

A disadvantage of BBO is the relatively high quarter-wave voltage V1/4 due to the low elec-
tro-optic coefficient T

22r  of 2.2 pm/V. The required voltage to turn the polarization 45 degree 

in a crystal with the length L and the thickness d can be calculated as  

 s
1/ 4 3 T

0 22

dV
n r L
λ

=  (4-9) 
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To meet the requirements of the estimated beam diameter of 6 mm in the PC considered in 
chapter 4-2 an aperture of 12 mm and a crystal length of 20 mm seem to be appropriate and 
result in a quarter-wave voltage in the range of 16 kV. PCs and fast switches for such HV 
were at the beginning of the regenerative amplifier project not commercially available and 
had to be developed first. 

The electronics (driver, HV switch) were developed by the company Bergmann Messgeräte 
Entwicklung KG and the crystal holder was designed as part of this work. Figure 4-3 shows 
the PC-crystal in the water cooled ceramic (Al2O3) holder between two copper electrodes. The 
center picture shows the PC in operation with some green light through parasitic second har-
monic generation in the BBO crystal. On the right side the PC and the water cooled HV-
switch are displayed together. 

 The optical switching time of the developed device was measured with a photodiode (rise 
time <175 ps) and a cw-laser. Therefore an infrared alignment laser (λs = 1047 nm; 
Pcw = 100 mW) was sent through a polarizer, the PC and reflected the same way back with an 
high reflecting mirror. Through switching the HV resulting in a 90 degree turn of the polariza-
tion after the double pass through the PC crystal, parts of the cw signal could be sliced out via 
the polarizer and measured with the photo diode. Figure 4-4 shows the time duration taking 
the PC to switch on and off the 16 kV quarter-wave voltage. The switching time was esti-
mated from figure 4-4 to be ∼12 ns. 

 
Fig. 4-3 The PC-crystal in the water cooled ceramic (Al2O3) holder between two copper electrodes. The 

center picture shows the PC in operation with some green light through parasitic second har-
monic generation in the BBO crystal. On the right side the PC is displayed together with the 
water cooled HV-switch. 

The time required to switch the PC needs to be faster than the roundtrip time of the regenera-
tive amplifier. Otherwise some part of the pulse would not be completely injected and even 
worse not properly ejected out of the resonator after an amplification cycle with several round 
trips and would remain one more round trip inside the amplifier. Figure 4-6 shows two full 
recorded switching cycles of the PC for a repetition rate of 10 kHz. 
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Fig. 4-4 Switching time of the PC. The switching time was measured to be ∼12 ns. Short enough for 

switching being well below the round trip time of the regenerative amplifier. 
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Fig. 4-5 Sliced out signal for a switching time of 5.5 µs. No significant ringing was observed at a repeti-

tion rate of 10 kHz while the HV was applied on the crystal. 
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Fig. 4-6 Two full recorded 5.5 µs long switching cycles of the PC at an applied repetition rate of 10 kHz. 
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5 Regenerative amplifier without chirped pulses based on the 
IFSW disk laser head 

The first regenerative amplifier was built on base of the thin disk laser head designed and de-
veloped at the Institut für Strahlwerkzeuge (IFSW) at the Technical University Stuttgart 
seeded by the Yb:KGW oscillator described in chapter 3.1. The amplifier head from the IFSW 
shown in figure 5-1 contains a ~ 200 µm thick and ~ 0.1 degree wedged Yb:YAG thin-disk 
with a doping level of 7% Ytterbium mounted on a heat sink water cooled from the back side, 
and pumped via fiber coupled diodes with up to 500 W at a wavelength of 940 nm. Special 
pump optics guide the pump light (see chapter 3.1) after the fiber exit 16 times through the 
thin disk and is thereby almost completely absorbed in the laser crystal. Coated on the front 
side with an anti-reflex coating for the pump light at 940 nm and the laser radiation of 
1030 nm, the backside is coated for both wavelengths with an high reflecting coating and sol-
dered to a cooling plate as shown in figure 5-2. 

Fig. 5-1 Disk based amplifier head from the Institut für Strahlwerkzeuge (IFSW) at the Technical Uni-
versity Stuttgart. 

Wedging the disk with ~0.1 degree is required since a plane parallel disk inside the cavity 
would act due to interference between the two parallel disk faces caused by imperfect anti-
reflex coating as a gain narrowing etalon leading to shorter pulse durations. Furthermore, a 
wedged disk ejects reflections from the surface of the disk out of the cavity. In case of a plane 
parallel disk the reflections would stay inside the cavity being amplified while traveling with 
the main pulse and would degrade the temporal pulse shape and is described in chapter 6.3.1. 
Additionally the edge of the round Yb:YAG disk is grinded down as shown on the left side in 
figure 5-2 to avoid parasitic lasing via the side surfaces. Figure 5-2 shows the disk mounted 
on the cooling plate at the left side and the pumped disk inside the amplifier head at the right 
side. To prevent optical damage on the laser disk a beam diameter of 3.2 mm was chosen to-
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gether with a pump spot size of 4 mm. The beam diameter should be around 80 % of the 
pump spot in order to avoid the outer pumped area where a heavy phase step between the 
pumped and the unpumped area occurs inducing a poor beam quality. Concerning the above-
mentioned ancillary conditions the cavity design in figure 5-3 was developed considering the 
given radius of curvature of 5 m of the disk.  

Fig. 5-2 Mounted disk on the cooling plate (left side) and pumped disk inside the amplifier head (right 
side). The edge of the disk is grinded down to avoid parasitic lasing via the side surfaces. Impu-
rities in the disk lead to green fluorescence while pumping.  

For modeling the cavity the software Paraxia and WinLase were used. Concerning the cavity 
design the following terms had to be considered and are summarized as follows: 

• large beam diameter in the PC ~ 6 mm to avoid SF and SPM 
• collimated beam at the PC position for clean switching and 

coupling out a collimated beam after the amplification. 
• large beam diameter on the disk of 3.2 mm following the 

recommendation of the IFSW to avoid optical damage of the 
disk leading to a pump spot size of 4 mm diameter 

• the radius of curvature of the disk (5 m) 
• to achieve large gain the disk should be passed twice per di-

rection inside the cavity via 2f-imaging of the disk back to it-
self  allowing 4 double passes through the disk per round trip 

• large beam diameters on all other optics to avoid optical 
damage 

Figure 5-3 shows the modeled cavity design together with the exact data of the used mirrors 
and distances in table 3-1. The complex cavity design with rather large beam diameters on the 
disk and at the position of the PC supports only the TEM00 fundamental laser mode leading on 
the one hand to a nearly diffraction-limited focused output beam of significantly improved 
spatial properties compared to the seed but on the other hand to an extremely sensitive behav-
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ior with respect to the thermal lens on the disk. Already small changes of the pump power in 
the range of ~10 W were leading to a completely instable cavity not being able to amplify the 
seed pulses and maintaining the same spatial properties of the pulses inside the amplifier cav-
ity from roundtrip to roundtrip. 

Fig. 5-3 Cavity design of the disk based regenerative amplifier using a double pass on the disk. 

mirror / distance / disk radius of curvature / distance in mm 
end mirror  ¶ 
distance 1065 

mirror concave -3000 
distance 1071 

mirror convex +750 
distance 1680 

disk concave -5000 
distance 750 

mirror concave -1500 
distance 1463 

mirror concave -1500 
distance 750 

disk concave -5000 
distance 943 

end mirror convex +1500 

Tab. 5-1 Distances and radii of used mirrors in the designed cavity of fig-
ure 5-3 listed from left to right. 

The cavity design could be adapted to a certain thermal lens of the disk by changing the 
length of the telescope inside the cavity imaging the beam size of the disk back to itself. With 
this method, a stable cavity for a desired pump power could be designed hazarding the conse-
quences of a smaller beam diameter around ~ 4 mm at the position of the PC leading immedi-
ately to SPM at higher pulse energies. The very fact that the disk itself was absorbing laser 
light made the cavity optimization nearly impossible because a cavity optimized for cw could 
be completely instable for the laser in the pulsed mode just because of the fact that the differ-
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ence in the average power traveling inside the cavity leading to a different thermal lens. The 
variation of the thermal lens for an unpumped disk, pumped with 500 W not lasing and the 
same disk lasing at 100 W cw also pumped with 500 W is diagramed in figure 5-4. The ther-
mal lens was measured with a collimated HeNe laser sent via the disk. The final position of 
the thermal lens was determined at the position with the smallest beam diameter of the HeNe 
laser measured with a camera.  
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Fig. 5-4 Thermal properties of the unpumped Yb:YAG disk (blue) compared to the disk in the non 

lasing cavity pumped with 500 W (yellow) and lasing in cw with 100 W at a pump power of 
500 W (red). 
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Fig. 5-5 Change of the thermal induced lens of the Yb:YAG disk in dependence of the absorbed pump 

radiation (10 A ~ 100 W). 

The thermal lens of the Yb:YAG disk in dependence of the pump power is shown in figure 5-
5. Due to heat expansion in the pumped area the disk which is from begin on bended flatens 
out and the radius of curvature increases linearly for the unpumped disk from 3.4 m to 6.0 m 
for the disk pumped with 500 W. During the measurement of the thermal lens the cavity was 
blocked and no lasing occurred. 
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The complete system consists of a seed laser, pulse picker, mode matching telescope and am-
plifier resonator. The setup is shown schematically in figure 5-6. A rubidium titanyl phos-
phate (RTP) Pockels cell is used to slice pulses from the ~70 MHz oscillator pulse train at a 
frequency of 6 kHz. An isolator protects the RTP PC against feedback from the regenerative 
amplifier. To avoid nonlinear effects as mentioned before, a PC based on a relatively short 20 
mm β-barium borate (BBO) crystal with a large aperture of 12 mm, accepting the high quar-
ter-wave voltage of 16kV has been chosen for switching the selected pulses in and out of the 
amplifier cavity. The current chosen beam diameter in the PC is between 4 and 6 mm leading 
to a calculated B-integral between the already critical borderline values between 3 and 6. In-
side the regenerative amplifier cavity, pulses are amplified in an arrangement similar to that 
described in chapter 1.1 and comparable with the thin disk based regenerative amplifier in 
[29,101]. 

Fig. 5-6 Schematical regenerative amplifier setup. HR, high reflecting mirror; CM, chirped mirror; PC, 
Pockels cell; TFP, thin-film polarizer; λ/2, half-wave plate; λ/4, quarter-wave plate. 

The seed pulses could be amplified in the regenerative amplifier at a repetition rate of 10 kHz 
up to an energy level of 6.5 mJ. Figure 5-7 shows the pulse build-up inside the amplifier cav-
ity together with the out-coupled pulse at an energy level of 4.0 mJ. The measured resonator 
internal pulse build up was derived from a leakage of an intracavity folding mirror. The total 
round trip gain was measured from the pulse build-up to be ~1.3 for an entire round trip. As 
expected from the cavity design, the out coupled beam profile was close to the TEM00 funda-
mental laser mode and is shown in figure 5-8 at the position of the PC for the out coupled 
amplified beam with 4.0 mJ and a beam diameter of 3.7 mm. Inside the regenerative amplifier 
cavity optimized for 500 W of pump power the pulses could be amplified to energies up to 
6.5 mJ at a repetition rate of 10 kHz but the small beam diameter of 3.7 mm in the PC caused 
heavy SPM and led to an unacceptable temporal pulse shape. Figure 5-9 illustrates the output 
spectra of the regenerative amplifier. Due to the maximum gain of the regenerative amplifier 
at 1030 nm the spectral peak shifts from the center wavelength of the Yb:KGW oscillator  at 
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1028 nm to 1030 nm after 100 roundtrips but already at pulse energies of 0.5 mJ spectral 
broadening caused by SPM occurs and broadens the bottom of the curve. Clearly visible is the 
spectral broadening at higher energies for example at 1.7 mJ and 3.7 mJ compared to the seed 
spectra. 
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Fig. 5-7 Pulse build up in the regenerative amplifier resonator (blue) and the to the energy of 4.0 mJ 

amplified and out coupled pulse (red).The measured resonator internal pulse build-up was de-
rived from a leakage of an intracavity folding mirror. 

 
Fig. 5-8 Measured beam profile for an out coupled pulse after 

amplifying it to 4.0 mJ, measured at the position of the 
Pockels cell with a beam diameter of 3.7 mm.  

Figure 5-10 and figure 5-11 show the measured second harmonic autocorrelation traces of the 
amplified pulses measured at energies of 1.7 mJ and 6.0 mJ. At the energy level of 6.5 mJ the 
regenerative amplifier reached saturation caused by the creation of a broader spectra via SPM 
than the bandwidth of the Yb:YAG (~10 nm) disk is able to amplify. Although an average 
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output power of 65 W and pulses with energies of 6.5 mJ could be achieved, SPM caused 
heavy temporal distorted pulses and led to instable performance of the entire system. Caused 
by the rather complex amplifier resonator with large beam diameters on the disk and in the PC 
the pump power could be varied only over the small range of several tens of watts. A stable 
performance of the system could never be observed even with different cavity designs. Only 
amplifier resonators with smaller beam diameters in the area of the PC around 3 mm or 
smaller tend to be more stable for lower pulse energies but heavy SPM led to unacceptable 
pulse shapes. Being not limited by SPM the system had to be changed to a chirped pulse am-
plifier (CPA) [102] scheme. The further developed system based on CPA with pulse stretcher, 
amplifier and recompression is described in the following chapters. 
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Fig. 5-9 Spectral broadening due to self phase modulation in the Pockels cell at different energy levels 

compared to the seed spectra. Due to the maximum gain of the regenerative amplifier at 
1030 nm the spectral peak shifts to 1030 nm after 100 roundtrips. Already at pulse energies of 
0.5 mJ spectral broadening caused by self phase modulation occurs and broadens the bottom of 
the curve. Clearly visible is the spectral broadening at higher energies for example at 1.7 mJ 
and 3.7 mJ.  
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Fig. 5-10 Second harmonic autocorrelation trace of the output pulse of the regenerative amplifier at an 

energy level of 1.7 mJ achieved by 100 roundtrips and a pump power of 233 W. 
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Fig. 5-11 Second harmonic autocorrelation trace of the output pulse of the regenerative amplifier at an 

energy level of 6.5 mJ achieved by 100 roundtrips and a pump power of 500 W. 
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6 Chirped pulse amplification 

The chirped pulse amplification (CPA) technique was developed [102] to reduce the enor-
mous peak powers in amplifiers, which would otherwise limit the output energy due to optical 
damage of the amplifier components and intensity-dependent pulse distortions like self focus-
ing and self phase modulation as mentioned before in chapter 4.  

Typically pulses are temporally stretched with a dispersive delay line introducing different 
velocities or path lengths to different frequency components of the pulse leading to much 
longer pulse duration with reduced peak intensity. Following the amplification, pulses are 
recompressed by another delay line introducing exactly the opposite dispersion of the initial 
stretcher. Dispersion can be introduced by dispersive bulk material or grating based delay 
lines. 

6.1 Stretcher and compressor design 

As the refractive index in an optical medium is frequency dependent a pulse broadens while 
traveling through dispersive material and is therefore temporally stretched. A pulse with the 
initial duration T0 (where T0 is the temporal width of a Gaussian pulse given at the 1/e-
intensity point) traveling the distance z through a dispersive material with the group velocity 
dispersion (GVD) β2 is according to [94] stretched to the duration 
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whereas the group delay (GD) is defined as the derivative of the change in spectral phase Ψ in 
radiant with respect to the angular frequency Ω in radiant/s at the central signal frequency ωs 
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and the group velocity dispersion GVD is defined as the frequency dependency of the group 
delay, or (quantitatively) the corresponding derivative with respect to angular frequency 
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With the conversion [94] of the 1/e-intensity pulse duration T0 into the full width half maxi-
mum pulse duration 

 FWHM 0T 2 ln 2T= , (6-4) 

the required group delay dispersion (GDD) to stretch the pulse of the duration Tin to the dura-
tion Tout can be calculated with equation 6-1 to 

 2 2in
2 out in

TGDD z T T
4ln 2

= β = −  (6-5) 
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The calculation of the required GDD to stretch input pulses Tin from 1.0 ps, 1.5 ps and 2.0 ps 
respectively to different pulse durations Tout is displayed in figure 6-1. The calculated output 
pulse duration versus the input pulse duration for dispersive pulse broadening with different 
levels of GDD is shown in figure 6-2. Shorter pulses are increasingly sensitive to dispersion. 
Substantial broadening occurs when the square of the pulse duration is smaller than the group 
delay dispersion. 
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Fig. 6-1 Required group delay dispersion to stretch a pulse to the time duration Tout calculated for three 

different time-bandwidth limited input pulse durations. 
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Fig. 6-2 Output pulse duration versus time-bandwidth limited initial pulse durations for dispersive 

pulse broadening with different levels of group delay dispersion (GDD). Shorter pulses are in-
creasingly sensitive to dispersion. Substantial broadening occurs when the square of the pulse 
duration is smaller than the group delay dispersion. 

For stretching the pulses before the amplification of the regenerative amplifier two different 
delay lines were used introducing a GDD of 3.18·107 fs² and 1.185·108 fs respectively. Figure 
6-3 shows the output pulse duration versus the initial pulse duration for dispersive pulse 
broadening with the two levels of group delay dispersion 3.18·107 fs² and 1.185·108 fs² real-
ized to stretch the seed pulses of the following described laser systems. 
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Fig. 6-3 Output pulse duration versus the time bandwidth limited initial pulse duration for dispersive 

pulse broadening with the two levels of group delay dispersion (GDD) 3.18·107 fs² and 
1.185·108 fs used in this work for stretching the seed pulses. 

Bulk materials like glass have rather low group velocity dispersions and to stretch a time 
bandwidth limited pulse at a center wavelength of 1030 nm from 2 ps to 200 ps more than 
12 km of fused silica would be required. To introduce a large amount of GDD to a pulse, grat-
ing based delay lines can be chosen. Fortunately, at wavelengths around 1 µm stretchers and 
compressors of insignificant loss are available utilizing transmission or reflection gratings 
with efficiencies as high as 97 % and 99 % respectively [30,31]. 

Fig. 6-4 Schematical pulse stretcher assembly introducing positive group velocity dispersion. 

Fig. 6-5 Picture of the 4f-stretcher setup introducing positive group velocity dispersion. 
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Before amplification in the here presented laser system, the seed pulses are temporally dis-
persed in a 4f-stretcher consisting of a pair of reflection gratings with 1740 lines/mm, inserted 
at an angle of incidence of 59° and two lenses (f = 1000 mm) similar to the delay line pre-
sented in [103] and schematically shown in figure 6-4. A picture of the stretcher is shown in 
figure 6-5. For a grating, the angle of incidence β and the diffraction angle ′β are related via 
the grating equation 

 2 csin sin
d
π′β − β =
Ω

 (6-6) 

with the grating constant d, the angular frequency Ω in radiant/s and the speed of light c. Us-
ing the grating equation the angular dispersion of a grating is obtained as 
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and leads in a compressor setup shown in figure 6-4 with the length L between the two grat-
ings and the focal lengths f1 and f2 of the two lenses to the overall dispersion 
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In a double pass configuration the two realized stretcher set ups introduced a GDD of 
3.18·107 fs² in a short stretcher, 1.19·108 fs² in a long setup at 70 % optical throughput. For the 
short stretcher, two lenses with the focal length f = 380 mm were used in a 1276 mm long 
setup, reaching the desired GDD of 3.18·107 fs². The two lenses were separated by the dis-
tance of 760 mm and 255 mm separated from the gratings respectively. The second, long 
stretcher contained two lenses with the focal length f = 1000 mm separated by 2 m centered in 
the L = 2727 mm long folded setup resulting in the overall GDD of 1.19·108 fs². Following 
the amplification a negative GDD needs to be introduced by a compressor to compensate for 
the positive GDD of the stretcher. In this work recompression is performed using two trans-
mission gratings with 1400 lines/mm arranged in a double pass Littrow-configuration as 
shown in figure 6-6 with overall transmission of ~77 % [30]. 

Fig. 6-6 Schematical pulse compressor assembly introducing negative group velocity dispersion. 

With b being the normal separation of the gratings, the overall GDD of the compressor is 
given by 
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In terms of the distance 

 bL
cos

=
′β
 (6-10) 

between the two gratings along the ray with the signal frequency ωl at Ω = ωl, equation 6-9 
can be written 
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Fig. 6-7 Measured reflectivities of the reflection gratings used in the stretcher (left side) and of the 
transmission gratings installed in the compressor (right side). 

 
Fig. 6-8 Reflection grating used in the compressor with 1740 lines/mm produced at Lawrence Liver-

more National Laboratory (LLNL) cut into half from a 100 mm diameter sample (left side) and 
the transmission grating with 1400 lines/mm produced at Friedrich Schiller University Jena 
with a size of 50 mm x 120 mm (right side). 
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In a double pass configuration, the two built compressor introduced a GDD of -3.18·107 fs² in 
a short setup of the normal separation b = 1.46 m and a GDD of -1.19·108 fs² in a long com-
pressor of the normal separation b = 5.47 m. 

Figure 6-7 shows the measured reflectivities of the reflection gratings used in the stretcher 
(left side) and of the transmission gratings installed in the compressor (right side). Figure 6-8 
displays the reflection grating used in the compressor with 1740 lines/mm produced at Law-
rence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) cut into half from a 100 mm diameter sample 
(left side) and the trans-mission grating with 1400 lines/mm produced at Friedrich Schiller 
University Jena with a size of 50 mm x 120 mm (right side). 

6.2 Results from the IFSW disk based regenerative amplifier 
with stretched seed pulses 

Applying a GDD of 3.18·107 fs² to the 530 fs long seed pulses of the Yb:KGW by the short 
stretcher described in  chapter 6.1 resulted in chirped seed pulse durations around 120 ps at a 
pump current of 18 A. The measured autocorrelation traces of the stretched seed pulses pro-
vided by the Yb:KGW oscillator for various pump currents are shown in figure 6-9. 

Figure 6-10 illustrates the absence of spectral broadening due to SPM in the regenerative am-
plifier after amplifying the stretched seed pulses to a few millijoule pulse energy. The spec-
trum is shifted after 100 round trips in the regenerative amplifier resonator to the Yb:YAG 
gain maximum at a wavelength of 1030 nm. 

The pulses could be amplified up to a maximum pulse energy of 4.0 mJ at a repetition rate of 
10 kHz. At higher pulse energies the disk was damaged and no further measurements or im-
provements of the cavity design to achieve even higher output energies could be taken.  
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Fig. 6-9 Autocorrelation trace of the stretched seed pulses provided by the Yb:KGW oscillator for vari-

ous pump currents. 

The comparison of the amplified chirped pulse duration and the stretched Yb:KGW oscillator 
pulse duration is shown in figure 6-11. During amplification substantial gain narrowing is 
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observed, resulting in a shortening of the chirped pulse duration inside the regenerative ampli-
fier cavity to approximately 70 ps. 

The optical quality of the used Yb:YAG disk was rather low and most disks had damage spots 
on the surface or at the high reflecting coating on the back side from the beginning. To align 
the seed laser through the amplifier cavity, a camera was used to find the position of the pump 
light spot on the Yb:YAG disk. Therefore, a few Watts of pump light were applied to the disk 
and the position of the pump spot was determined with the camera and later carefully over-
lapped with the seed laser beam. 
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Fig. 6-10 Spectra of the stretched pulses amplified pulses to various energies at a repetition rate of 

10 kHz compared to the Yb:KGW seed laser spectra. 
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Fig. 6-11 Autocorrelation trace of the amplified 4 mJ pulse at a repetition rate of 10 kHz in comparison 

to the stretched Yb:KGW seed laser pulse. The effect of gain narrowing leading to shorter am-
plified pulses with respect to the seed pulse duration is clearly visible. 

The same camera was used to check the quality of the disks and small scattering spots could 
be observed even on new disks as it is shown in figure 6-12. The round pump spot occurs oval 
on the picture due to the inclined mounted camera, observing the disk from the top of the am-
plifier module as shown in figure 5-1. 
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Mounted inside the amplifier module, the disk was mostly damaged in operation at energy 
levels of the amplified pulse between 2.0 and 4.0 mJ always at defects already existent on the 
new disks. Figure 6-13 shows the new and the damaged disk number L799 in comparison. 
Clearly, it can be seen that the optical damage in operation arose at the same position where 
already a defect on the new disk could be observed. 

Fig. 6-12 Pictures of the implemented Yb:YAG disks L805, L802 & L677 inside the amplifier head taken 
with the camera which was used for aligning the seed laser inside the regenerative amplifier 
through the pumped area. 

Not only bad optical quality made it difficult to operate the system at the desired pulse energy 
above 5.0 mJ but low availability combined with long waiting times of several weeks for re-
placement disks made it impossible to work continuously. Caused by the manual soldering 
process of the disk onto the cooling plate each manufactured replacement disk was furnished 
with a different radius of curvature demanding new cavity designs each time a disk was re-
placed. In consequence of the above mentioned problems the amplifier was replaced by a disk 
laser head from Trumpf Laser GmbH + Co. KG. 

 
Fig. 6-13 The new disk no. L799 mounted in the amplifier head (left side) and with optical damage after 

amplifying the pulses above 3 mJ (right side). 
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6.3 Results from the Trumpf Laser GmbH disk based regenera-
tive chirped pulse amplifier 

The following experiments were realized utilizing a disk laser amplifier head identical to the 
5 kW laser head implemented in the commercial products of Trumpf Laser + Co. KG already 
presented in figure 2-2. Figure 6-14 demonstrates the damage-free pump spot of the disk 
compared to mm-groves of a ruler together with the pumped disk inside the amplifier head.  

High optical quality of the Yb:YAG disks provided by Trumpf Laser allowed to reduce the 
spot size of the laser beam on the disk to 2.4 mm resulting in a pump spot diameter of 
3.0 mm. Despite the higher pump density the ~ 1/10 mm thin Yb:YAG disk mounted on a 
diamond heat sink is efficiently cooled and develops only a weak thermal lens over a broad 
range of pump power as shown in figure 6-15 compared to the earlier used disk mounted in 
the IFSW laser head. For the first experiments, a cheaper plane-parallel disk was used inside 
the amplifier head and after the optimization of the system, it was exchanged to a 0.1 degree 
wedged disk. The experimental results are described in the following chapters 6.3.1and 6.3.3. 

Fig. 6-14 Damage-free pump spot (center) compared to the mm-groves of a ruler (left side) and the 
pumped disk inside the laser amplifier. 
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Fig. 6-15 Change of the thermal induced lens of the Yb:YAG disks in a Trumpf and a IFSW laser head 

versus the absorbed pump radiation (10 A ~ 100 W). 
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Higher pump power density results in a higher gain per single pass via the disk and allows a 
simplified cavity design with only one double pass through the gain medium per round trip in 
the amplifier resonator. Together with a smaller beam diameter of approximately 3.0 mm in 
the PC enabled by the CPA setup, a simple cavity design could be used leading to stable and 
reliable day to day performance of the system. The cavity design is shown in figure 6-16. The 
exact used components and distances are listed in table 6-1. 

Together with the amplifier head, also the seed source of the system was exchanged to the 
ultra-broadband Ti:sapphire oscillator described in chapter 3.2 to achieve the designated opti-
cal synchronization.  

The complete apparatus consists of a Ti:sapphire based seed laser, a stretcher, a pulse picker, 
a mode matching telescope, an amplifier resonator and a compressor. The setup is shown in a 
simplified way and schematically in figure 6-17. 

Fig. 6-16 Cavity design of the Yb:YAG disk based regenerative amplifier with one pass through the disk.  

mirror / distance / disk radius of curvature / distance in mm 
end mirror flat 
distance 825 

mirror concave -5000 
distance 1550 

mirror convex +750 
distance 935 

disk concave -1020 
distance 1860 

end mirror concave -3000 

Tab. 6-1 Distances and used mirrors in the designed cavity displayed in 
figure 6-15 listed from the left to the right side.   

In a double pass configuration, the stretcher introduces a group delay dispersion of 
3.18 · 107 fs² and 75 % throughput. Due to the finite size of the used optical components, the 
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implemented stretcher supports a bandwidth of ~10 nm which is still well above the estimated 
~5.3 nm gain bandwidth of Yb:YAG and cuts off all other wavelength. Taking only the sup-
ported gain bandwidth of Yb:YAG into account, the stretched pulse duration is estimated to 
be ~300 ps. 

The expected bandwidth reduced by gain narrowing of the amplified pulse is estimated to be 
~1 nm leading to a calculated stretched pulse duration inside the amplifier of 56.5 ps. Figure 
6-18 shows the seed spectra provided by the Ti:sapphire oscillator together with the seed 
beam profile after the stretcher. The calculated Fourier-transform limited pulse duration of 
230 fs considering the spectra supported by the stretcher is shown in Figure 6-19. The average 
seed power after the stretcher was measured to be between 80 and 120 µW depending on the 
daily performance and alignment of the Ti:sapphire oscillator and results in a total seed en-
ergy between 1.14 and 1.71 pJ. 

Fig. 6-17 Schematical setup of the regenerative amplifier. HR, high reflecting mirror; CM, chirped mir-
ror; PC, Pockels cell; TFP, thin-film polarizer; λ/2, half-wave plate; λ/4, quarter-wave plate. 
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Fig. 6-18 Seed spectra provided by the Ti:sapphire oscillator together with the seed beam profile after 

the stretcher. The stretcher is optimized for a center wavelength of 1030 nm, supports a band-
width of ~10 nm due to finite size of the used optical components and cuts all other wavelength 
off. 
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Fig. 6-19 Calculated Fourier-transform limited pulse duration of 230 fs considering the spectra sup-

ported by the stretcher in figure 6-18. 

After stretching, a rubidium titanyl phosphate (RTP) Pockels cell (PC) is used to slice pulses 
from the ~70 MHz oscillator pulse train at a frequency of 10 kHz. An additional isolator pro-
tects the RTP PC and the seed oscillator against feedback from the regenerative amplifier. 

The same 20 mm short β-barium borate (BBO) crystal based PC as described earlier has been 
chosen in order to switch the selected pulses in and out of the regenerative amplifier cavity. 
Inside the regenerative cavity, pulses are amplified in the resonator shown in figure 6-16. Fol-
lowing amplification, recompression is performed using two transmission gratings with 
1400 lines/mm arranged in a double pass Littrow-configuration (GDD = -1.44·107 fs²), with 
overall transmission of ~70 % as described in chapter 6.1. 
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6.3.1 Plane-parallel disk 

The amplifier head from Trumpf Laser contains a ~1/10 mm thick plane parallel Yb:YAG 
thin-disk mounted on a diamond heat sink, and is diode pumped with up to 500 W at a wave-
length of 940 nm in a region smaller than 3 mm in diameter. 

 During amplification substantial gain narrowing is observed, resulting in shortening of the 
chirped pulse duration inside the amplifier cavity to already ~70 ps by the time the pulses 
reach only the energy of 0.24 mJ. The SHG autocorrelation trace of the uncompressed pulse 
shows figure 6-20. 

The reduced stretched pulse duration increases the possibility for nonlinear effects. To reduce 
these effects the number of roundtrips was minimized and the diode pump power was in-
creased for higher single-pass gain and to reach higher pulse energies. Before compression, 
pulse energies as high as 8.0 mJ could be achieved. 

The spectra of the pulses amplified to 2.0, 4.0 and 8.0 mJ are shown in figure 6-21. The 
FWHM bandwidth of the pulses amplified to pulse energies of 8.0 mJ was measured to be 
0.82 nm and smaller than the expected value around 1.0 nm taking the gain narrowing into 
account estimated in chapter 3.3. To give an impression about the effect of gain narrowing, 
the amplified pulse spectrum at 8.0 mJ is shown in figure 6-22 in comparison to the seed 
spectrum leaving the stretcher.  
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Fig. 6-20 Measured autocorrelation trace of the amplified pulse before compression at 0.24 mJ pulse 

energy and a repetition rate of 10 kHz. 

The amplifier cavity supports only the TEM00 fundamental laser mode leading to a nearly 
diffraction-limited focused output beam of significantly improved spatial properties compared 
to the seed. The beam profile measured at the position of the Pockels cell at 8.0 mJ pulse en-
ergy is shown as inset in figure 6-21. 
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Fig. 6-21 Spectra of different energy levels of amplified pulses together with the beam profile measured 

at the position of the Pockels cell at an 8.0 mJ pulse energy at a repetition rate of 10 kHz. The 
FWHM bandwidth of the 8.0 mJ pulses is 0.82 nm. 

Figure 6-23 shows the measured SHG autocorrelation of the compressed output pulses at 2.0, 
4.5 and 5.6 mJ at a repetition rate of 10 kHz. The measured pulse duration of 7.3 ps (assuming 
a Gaussian temporal pulse shape) is much longer than the time-bandwidth limited  pulse dura-
tion of 1.9 ps to the corresponding measured spectral bandwidth of 0.82 nm for pulse energies 
of 5.6 mJ after the compression and could not be performed better neither by aligning nor 
changing the length of the compressor. 
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Fig. 6-22 Amplified pulse spectrum at 8.0 mJ compared to the seed spectrum. 

Figure 6-24 shows the output power of the compressed pulses versus the pump power to-
gether with the chosen number of roundtrips in the amplifier cavity. At energy levels above 
1.0 mJ, bifurcation was observed and can be explained as follows. 

FWHM 
0.82 nm 
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Fig. 6-23 Measured SHG autocorrelation of the compressed output pulses at 2.0, 4.5 and 5.6 mJ at a 

repetition rate of 10 kHz. 

Due to amplification of the circulating pulses in the regenerative amplifier cavity the energy 
stored in the gain media is depleted by the pulses and by fluorescence. If the energy loss in the 
gain media is higher than the pump light can feed back into the disk between each amplifica-
tion cycle, bifurcation occurs, leading to deterministic chaos and is described more detailed in 
chapter 7. As a result for example at the first bifurcation every second pulse experiences less 
amplification than the previous and is coupled out after the same number of round trips with 
less energy. To avoid bifurcation the number of round trips has to be reduced and the pump 
power needs to be increased [104]. The phenomena of bifurcation and chaotic pulse build up 
are described in detail in chapter 7. As a consequence of this phenomenon, the number of 
round trips had to be decreased to reach higher pulse energies accepting the high pump pow-
ers and an inefficient optical conversion from the pump light to the signal wavelength. The 
maximum achievable pulse energy was limited by the pump power. To reach an average out-
put power of 56 W at a repetition rate of 10 kHz after the compression, 500 W of pump power 
were required. 
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Fig. 6-24 Average output power and used number of cavity round trips versus the pump power at a repe-
tition rate of 10 kHz. 

FWHM 10.3 ps 
τ = 7.3 ps 
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6.3.2 Etalon effect of the plane disk 

The low measured bandwidth and the temporal incompressibility of the amplified pulses men-
tioned in the previous chapter gave an indication for a bandwidth limiting etalon effect in the 
system caused by the plane parallel Yb:YAG disk. 

Intracavity etalons are commonly used in single frequency lasers to reduce the bandwidth 
[105] but etalon effects can also reduce the bandwidth in regenerative amplifier where single 
isolated pulses travel inside a cavity [106]. Etalon effects occur even for the anti-reflex coated 
Yb:YAG thin disk. The high amount of passes through the thin amplifier disk leads to a sig-
nificant suppression of spectral components even for disks with only 0.1 % reflection on the 
inner surface. 
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Fig. 6-25 Calculation of the overall optical transmission for incident angles of 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 degree for 

100 round trips in the amplifier resonator passing 200 times trough the disk in dependence of 
the wavelength. 

The Yb:YAG disk can be examined as a Gires-Tournois interferometer [107] which is a spe-
cial type of Fabry-Perot interferometer with one mirror having a reflection coefficient of al-
most one and is mathematically described in detail in [90]. Gires-Tournois interferometers are 
used amongst others for temporal pulse shaping of ps-pulses and find its application also in 
multi-layer mirrors [108]. 

Assuming a 136 µm thin etalon corresponding approximately to the thickness of the disk with 
99.9 % transmission, the overall optical transmission for incident angles of 1.0, 2.0 and 
3.0 degree for 100 round trips in the amplifier resonator passing 200 times trough the disk was 
calculated [109]. The calculation was done in dependence of the wavelength and of the inter-
ference between the front and the back surface of the disk and is presented in figure 6-25. The 
calculation shows that the transmitted bandwidth after amplification is drastically reduced and 
depends strongly on the incident angle leading to a variation in thickness of the disk. The free 
spectral range of the according etalon of 136 µm thickness was calculated to be ∆λ = 2.14 nm. 

Considering that the disk is used in reflection leads to a second etalon which can be assumed 
twice as thick as the disk with interference between the front surface and itself.  In this case, 
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the free spectral range is reduced by a factor of two and was calculated for a 272 µm thick 
etalon to be ∆λ = 1.07 nm. Both etalons superpose and result in a heavy wavelength modu-
lated transmission. The calculated transmission for a 136 µm and a 272 µm thick etalon illu-
minated under an angle of 1.0 degree and their superposition is shown in figure 6-26.  
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Fig. 6-26 Calculated transmission for a 136 µm and a 272 µm thick etalon illuminated under an angle of 

1.0 degree and their superposition. 

A complete wavelength and angle dependent gain characterization using the calculated trans-
mission of the disk and the wavelength dependent gain cross section (the fluorescence of the 
disk around 1030 nm is depicted in figure 6-27) was not done at this point. However, the an-
gle dependent reduction of bandwidth is obvious and the expected bandwidth of 1.0 nm due to 
gain narrowing is further reduced by the etalon effect of the Yb:YAG disk and results in the 
measured bandwidth of 0.8 nm. 

To investigate the etalon effect on the amplifier output spectrum, the angle of incidence on the 
Yb:YAG disk was changed as illustrated in figure 6-28. For each change, the cavity was 
newly aligned and the output spectrum of the amplified pulses at an energy level of 0.5 mJ at 
a repetition rate of 10 kHz was measured for each angle. 
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Fig. 6-27 Measured fluorescence distribution of the Yb:YAG amplifier disk. 
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Fig. 6-28 Experimental setup to investigate the influence of the incident angle on the Yb:YAG amplifier 
thin disk. For each angular variation of the incident angle the amplifier resonator was re-
aligned.  

The anticipated influence of the Yb:YAG disk’s angle of incidence on the output spectrum is 
indicated in figure 6-29. The dents in the spectral curve progression and the angle of inci-
dence dependent spectral distribution indicate the etalon effect of the amplifier disk. The 
measurement was performed with low pulse energies of 0.5 mJ and therefore SPM can be 
excluded for causing the observed spectral modulation. 
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Fig. 6-29 Measured optical spectrum of the amplified pulses for three different angles of incidence on the 

Yb:YAG thin disk. 

An effect on the compressed pulse duration could not be observed. Probably, the effect of 
multiple reflections from the disk surface due to imperfect anti-reflex coating and their ampli-
fication leading to successively temporal broadening with increasing number of round trips 
and the dispersion of the Yb:YAG disk caused Gires-Tournois interferometer are of much 
stronger influence on the pulse duration than the small spectral changes introduced by the 
varying angle of incidence. 
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To avoid the negative effects of the plane parallel Yb:YAG amplifier thin disk on the mini-
mum achievable pulse duration the disk was exchanged by a 0.1 degree wedged disk. The 
wedge guarantees that small reflections from the disk surface caused by imperfect anti-
reflection coating don’t remain inside the regenerative amplifier and impedes gain narrowing 
interference. 

6.3.3 Wedged disk 

In first experiments at low pulse energies, the performance of the wedged ~ 1/10 mm thin 
12.5 % doped Yb:YAG disk and the compressibility of the amplified pulses was tested. Fig-
ure 6-30 shows the measured SHG autocorrelation and spectrum of the compressed output 
pulses at 1.0 mJ pulse energy at a repetition rate of 10 kHz.  
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Fig. 6-30 Measured SHG autocorrelation and spectrum of the compressed output pulses at 1.0  mJ pulse 
energy at a repetition rate of 10 kHz. 
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Fig. 6-31 Measured long range SHG autocorrelation of the compressed output pulse at 1.0  mJ pulse 

energy at a repetition rate of 10 kHz. No pre or post pulses could be observed. 

∆λ=1.1nm 

FWHM 3.1ps 
τ = 2.2 ps
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The measured spectral bandwidth is smooth and 1.1 nm wide corresponding to a time band-
width limited pulse duration of ~1.4 ps. A first try of recompression led to pulse durations of 
2.2 ps (assuming a Gaussian shape) at a repetition rate of 10 kHz and 1.0 mJ pulse energy. 
The measured pulse duration over a longer range of ± 60 ps illustrated in figure 6-31 showed 
no side pulses, a clean autocorrelation trace and no Q-switch underground. 

At this point, the compressor length was not completely optimized leading to the longer pulse 
duration of 2.2 ps compared to the TBL duration of 1.4 ps. 

Shortly mentioned before, bifurcation was again observed for higher pulse energies leading to 
pulse splitting in energy and even chaotic behavior for high numbers of round trips >100 and 
pump powers above 200 W and made clear at this point that a more comprehensive explora-
tion of this phenomena is required. 

Operating the regenerative amplifier at repetition rates near the inverse life time of the upper 
laser level and close to saturation in average power with low cw pump power and long tempo-
ral amplification cycles or more precisely with high numbers of round trips inside the ampli-
fier resonator, pulse energy fluctuations and even chaotic pulse sequences of the out-coupled 
pulses can emerge [110]. For Yb:YAG with a lifetime of the upper laser level of ~1 ms the 
multi-energy or chaotic pulse sequences occur for repetition rates between several 100 Hz and 
up to a few tens of kHz. The dynamics of the output coupled energies are governed by the 
repetition rate, pump power, number of round trips, seed energy, fluorescence life time of the 
upper laser level and losses inside the cavity. All together they form a chaotic system which 
can be described as follows: 

For a small number of round trips the circulating pulse cannot extract the whole stored energy 
from the amplifier gain medium, and a large fraction of the initial gain remains at the end of 
the amplification time giving the pump laser the chance to recover the gain until the next am-
plification cycle. However with increasing number of round trips the energy of the amplified 
pulse increases while the remaining gain in the laser medium decreases and cannot be recov-
ered for a small initial gain (at low pump powers) to the previous value at the beginning of the 
amplification cycle. Therefore, this pulse is less amplified in the system than the previous; the 
system becomes unstable in terms of out coupled pulse energy leading to multiple bifurcations 
and even chaotic output energies [104]. Operating the laser in a chaotic, bistable or multi en-
ergy stable regime means that only the pulse energy is varying from pulse to pulse and not the 
out coupled average power witch always stayed stable within a maximum fluctuation of  
± 0.5 %.  

Figure 6-32 shows the photo diode signals (rise time 175 ps) of the out coupled pulses dis-
played via the fast acquisition mode (1000 pulses are displayed at the same time) of a 1GHz 
Tektronix oscilloscope and recorded for an observation time of 5 ns (left side) and 400 µs 
(right side). In this operational mode shown in figure 6-32 an average power of 55 W after the 
compression at a PC repetition rate of 20 kHz, 6.0 µs amplification time corresponding to 174 
round trips inside the resonator and 272 W pump power was achieved. In this single pulse 
splitting regime, every second pulse was developed only rudimentary to pulse energies of 
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~0.69 mJ whereas the main pulses left the system with energies of 4.8 mJ at a repetition rate 
of 10 kHz respectively. 

Fig. 6-32 Photo diode signals (rise time 175 ps) of the out coupled pulses displayed via the fast acquisition 
mode (1000 pulses are displayed at the same time) of a 1 GHz oscilloscope for an observation 
time of 5 ns (left side) and 400µs (right side). Repetition rate 20 kHz, 6.0 µs amplification time = 
174 round trips, 272 W pump power, 55 W of out coupled average power. 
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Fig. 6-33 Autocorrelation trace for the measured pulse splitting with a ratio of 7/1 between the main and 

the rudimentary pulse (meaning that ~5 mJ are in the main pulse) at a repetition rate 20 kHz, 
6.0 µs amplification time = 174 round trips, 272 W pump power, 55 W of out coupled average 
power. 

The pulses could be compressed to a duration of 1.31 ps assuming a Gaussian temporal shape. 
The measured autocorrelation trace of the 4.8 mJ pulses with a Gaussian fit is shown in figure 
6-33 together with the corresponding spectra given in figure 6-34 compared to the spectra 
from figure 6-30 at 0.1 mJ. Already at 5 mJ pulse energy slight spectral broadening from 
1.1 nm at 1 mJ pulse energy to 1.6 nm (at 5 mJ pulse energy) occurred explaining the short 
pulse duration of 1.3 ps.  

FWHM 1.85 ps 
τ = 1.31 ps
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Fig. 6-34 Measured spectra for the pulse splitting ( doubling) with a ratio of 7/1 between the main and 

the rudimentary pulse (meaning that ~5 mJ are in the main pulse) at a repetition rate 20 kHz, 
6.0 µs amplification time = 174 round trips, 272 W pump power, 55 W of out coupled average 
power. 

A complete theoretic comprehensive description of stability features of continuously pumped 
high repetition rate regenerative amplifier based on laser media with long relaxation times is 
given in [111]. It was shown that in the chaotic pulse build-up of regenerative amplifiers sin-
gle energy areas exist. So called intermitted stable regimes appear in the bifurcation driven 
deterministic chaotic pulse build up system of the cw pumped regenerative amplifier. Within 
this intermitted areas highly stable single energy regimes can be observed. 

By varying the parameters affecting the bifurcation, i.e. repetition rate, pump power and num-
ber of round trips, such stable regimes could be found with the here presented regenerative 
amplifier. Figure 6-35 shows for example a stable period doubling of the output pulses in re-
spect to the PC repetition rate where only every second pulse is amplified to full energy 
whereas every other 2nd pulse completely disappears. At higher repetition rates also period 
tripling was observed. 

Figure 6-35 shows the photo diode signal (rise time 175 ps) of the out coupled pulses dis-
played via the fast acquisition mode (1000 pulses are displayed at the same time) of a 1GHz 
oscilloscope for an observation time of 12.5 ns (left side) and 1000 µs (center & right side). 
Clean period doubling could be observed for a PC repetition rate of 6.0 kHz, 167 round trips 
(5.8 µs amplification time) and 302 W of pump power, resulting in 53 W of average power 
and a corresponding pulse energy of 17.7 mJ after the compression. The small double peaks in 
the picture in the center and right side derive from the high voltage switch of the PC inducing 
a signal into the BNC cable of the photodiode. Clean period tripling (right side) was observed 
for the PC repetition rate of 10.0 kHz, 200 round trips (7.0 µs amplification time) and 445 W 
of pump power and resulted in 80 W of average power corresponding to pulse energies of 
24.2 mJ after the compression.  
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Fig. 6-35 Photo diode signals (rise time 175 ps) of the out coupled pulses displayed via the fast acquisition 

mode (1000 pulses are displayed at the same time) of a 1GHz oscilloscope for an observation 
time of 12.5 ns (left side) and 1000µs (center & right side). Left side & center: period doubling, 
PC repetition rate 6.0 kHz, 167 round trips, 302 W pump power, 53 W average power, pulse 
energy 17.7 mJ. Right side: period tripling, PC repetition rate 10.0 kHz, 200 round trips, 445 W 
pump power, 80 W average power, pulse energy 24.2 mJ 

A more detailed description and the experimental results regarding the bifurcation, chaos, 
multi-and single-energy regimes are given in chapter 7. The reachable pulse energies in the 
intermitted stable regimes are a multiple of the expected energy of 5.0 mJ and therefore SPM 
and SF made a longer stretching ratio of the seed pulses necessary before the amplification. 
At 24.2 mJ pulse energy, a B-integral of nearly 10 was accumulated and SF destroyed the PC 
crystal. Figure 6-36 and figure 6-37 show the measured spectra and selected measured auto-
correlation traces for stable single pulse energy regimes with period doubling and tripling. 
The repetition rates mentioned in the legend is the resulting repetition rate of the out coupled 
pulses and not the switching frequency of the PC.  
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Fig. 6-36 Measured spectra for stable pulsed regimes with period doubling and tripling. The repetition 

rates mentioned in the legend is the resulting repetition rate of the out coupled pulses and not 
the switching frequency of the PC. 

In regimes of complete period doubling or even tripling, the contrast between the two adjacent 
pulses coupled out by the PC at a given repetition rate is higher than a factor of 500 and from 

induced  
PC signal 

periode doubling (3kHz) 
of the 6 kHz PC rep. rate

periode triplinging (3.3 kHz) 
of the 10 kHz PC rep. rate 
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an standpoint of application it can be safely neglected, as the OPA gain scales as the exponen-
tial of the square root of the pump intensity [26]. Therefore it makes sense to mention only the 
repetition rate of the main pulses and not the PC switching frequency in stable single energy 
regimes. 

In figure 6-36 the spectral broadening caused by SPM is clearly visible leading to an extreme 
temporal distortion of the pulses at energy levels above 24 mJ as shown in figure 6-37. Al-
ready at 6.2 mJ a small temporal elongation of the pulse duration occurred. Autocorrelations 
at 8.0 or 10.0 mJ could not be measured after the PC crystal was damaged due to SF. At 
24.2 mJ tripling with 3.3 kHz resulting repetition rate occurred with an average power of 
80 W with 200 round trips and 445 W of pump power leading to heavy temporal distortions 
due to SPM which elongated the pulse duration and demand for even longer stretched seed 
pulses. 
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Fig. 6-37 Measured autocorrelation traces for stable pulsed regimes with period doubling and tripling. 

At 24.2 mJ (tripling with 3.3 kHz resulting repetition rate, 80W average power, 200 round trips 
and 445 W pump power) heavy temporal distortions due to SPM elongated the pulse duration 
and demand for even longer stretches seed pulses. 
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7 Regenerative amplifier based on the Trumpf Laser GmbH head 
with long stretcher and fiber preamplifier  

The pulse energies reached by making use of the intermitted stable single energy regimes 
mentioned in the chapter before were much higher than expected. Heavy SPM developed and 
SF caused bulk damage inside the PC BBO crystal requisitioning a longer temporal stretching 
of the seed pulses. 

7.1 Setup with stretcher and fiber preamplifier 

The stretcher used in the setup shown in figure 6-17 was changed to introduce a GDD of 
1.185·108 fs² to the seed pulse as described in chapter 6.1. To keep the required space on the 
optical table small, the almost 3 m long stretcher was folded as illustrated schematically in 
figure 7-1.  

Fig. 7-1 Schematical pulse stretcher assembly introducing a positive group velocity dispersion of 
1.185·108 fs² to the seed pulse. 

The Ti:sapphire oscillator in the laboratory was not only used for delivering the seed pulses 
for the regenerative disk amplifier but also for other experiments and was positioned about 
5 m away from the Yb:YAG amplifier setup. From time to time, the Ti:sapphire oscillator 
needed to be realigned or was optimized for other experiments leading frequently to a beam 
shift demanding for new alignment of the seed beam through the stretcher and the regenera-
tive amplifier setup. Although the alignment was simplified with a series of pinholes it was 
extremely difficult to align the weak invisible infrared (IR) beam with infrared viewer and IR 
conversion cards through the entire amplifier setup including the exact position of the pump 
spot on the Yb:YAG disk especially after installing the new stretcher supporting even less 
bandwidth and energy than the previous shorter delay line. To simplify this alignment proce-
dure and delivering higher seed energy with improved special properties compared to the IR 
Ti:sapphire seed beam, a 40 dB homebuilt double-stage fiber amplifier from the Friedrich 
Schiller University Jena was installed after the stretcher.  

Using this approach allowed the alignment of the entire seed beam containing still all spectral 
components between ~900 and 1047 nm after the edge filter (introduced in figure 3-8) via two 
pinholes into the stretcher. After the stretcher acting as a spectral filter only a turning mirror 
was used to optimize the incoupling into the fixed positioned input of the fiber preamplifier. 
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The output of the fiber was fixed at a permanent position making a daily realignment of the 
beam path after the fiber amplifier to the RTP pulse picker, mode matching telescopes, PC 
and amplifier resonator obsolete. Once the resonator cavity was precisely overlapped with the 
seed after the fiber preamplifier it had never be realigned again. 

Figure 7-2 shows the spectra provided by the Ti:sapphire seed after the stretcher. The 
stretcher (figure 7-1) is optimized for a center wavelength of 1030 nm, supports due to its 
finite size of the used optical components a bandwidth of ~4 nm and cuts all other wavelength 
off and results in the steep edges of the supported spectra. The maximum seed energy after the 
stretcher within the ~4 nm bandwidth remains between 700 fJ and 1.3 pJ depending on the 
alignment of the Ti:sapphire oscillator. 
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Fig. 7-2 Ti:sapphire provided seed spectra after the stretcher. The stretcher is optimized for a center 

wavelength of 1030 nm, supports due to finite size of the used optical components a bandwidth 
of ~4 nm and cuts all other wavelength off. 

After the stretcher, a cylindrical lens telescope shapes the oval beam followed by a half-wave 
plate choosing the right input polarization before it is focused into the fiber preamplifier using 
a 400 mm focal lens. After amplifying the seed by 40dB a lens recollimates the output fol-
lowed by a half-wave plate together with a polarizer to cut off the depolarized light after the 
preamplification. The schematic setup of the fiber preamplifier is shown in figure 7-3. 

Fig. 7-3 Schematic setup of the 40 dB fiber preamplifier. 

Figure 7-4 shows the fluorescence spectra of the fiber preamplifier at 890 mA pump current 
compared to the seed spectra supported by the stretcher and the output spectra after the fiber 
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preamplifier seeded with ~1 pJ. The remaining spectral bandwidth after the fiber preamplifi-
cation is down to ~1.6 nm but still broad enough to support TBL pulse durations of < 1 ps and 
therefore still satisfies the demands of pulse durations < 2 ps after the recompressed regenera-
tive amplifier output. Figure 7-5 shows the beam profile of the stretched seed laser on the left 
side. The compressor was fully compensated for special chirp but showed nevertheless an 
elliptical profile which had to be corrected with a cylindrical lens telescope to couple it prop-
erly into the fiber amplifier. The corrected beam profile is shown in the center of figure 7-5. 
The right side shows the beam profile after the fiber amplifier at the position of the Pockels 
cell. Clearly visible is the improved beam profile compared to the low energy seed beam after 
the stretcher allowing good mode matching with the regenerative amplifier resonator.  
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Fig. 7-4 Fluorescence spectra of the fiber amplifier compared to the seed spectra after the stretcher and 

the preamplified output spectra of the fiber amplifier. Measured for 1 pJ total seed energy of 
the fiber amplifier pumped with 890 mA. 

   
Fig. 7-5 Beam profiles in comparison after the stretcher (left side), after the cylindrical lens telescope 

before focusing it into the fiber preamplifier (center) and after switching the preamplified beam 
into the regenerative amplifier via the PC (right side). 

Figure 7-6 shows the output power of the fiber preamplifier for 123 and 42 µW of average 
seed power versus the pump power and pump current respectively. The low seed power of 
42 µW corresponds to the power obtained after the long stretcher with the spectrum shown in 
figure 7-2 leading to a maximum output power of 54 mW after the fiber preamplifier. Figure 
7-7 depicts the output power of the fiber preamplifier versus the seed power of the setup 
shown in figure 7-3 at 890 mA pump current corresponding to ~490 mW pump power. Fluo-
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rescence background was measured to be ~3 µW without seed. The green curve measured 
with an average seed power of 123 µW corresponds to a larger bandwidth supported by the 
short stretcher shown in figure 6-18. At this point, the fiber preamplifier was not used in the 
setup. 
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Fig. 7-6 Output power of the fiber preamplifier for 123 and 42 µW of average seed power versus the 

pump power and pump current respectively. The low seed power of 42 µW corresponds to the 
power obtained after the long stretcher with the spectrum shown in figure 7-2 leading to a 
maximum output power of 54 mW after the fiber preamplifier. 
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Fig. 7-7 Average output power of the fiber preamplifier versus seed power of the setup shown in figure 

7-3 at 890 mA pump current corresponding to ~490 mW pump power. Fluorescence back-
ground was measured to be ~3 µW without seed. 

To check the compressibility of the pulses amplified in the fiber preamplifier and to choose 
the right input and output polarization of the fiber amplifier the seed pulses were directly 
compressed without using the regenerative amplifier. Figure 7-8 shows the measured autocor-
relation trace of the recompressed pulses directly out of the fiber amplifier for three different 
chosen output polarization selected with the half wave plate (positions at 107, 120 and 140 
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degree) and the polarizer after the fiber preamplifier. The minimum pulse duration obtained 
was 1.9 ps. In case of a wrong chosen polarization side peaks ~7 ps away from the main peak 
appear. At this point the input polarization had not been chosen correctly causing the broad 
pedestal of the pulses and was later corrected for the amplified pulses out of the regenerative 
system.  
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Fig. 7-8 Measured autocorrelation trace of the recompressed pulses directly out of the fiber amplifier 

for three different chosen output polarization selected with a half-wave plate (positions at 107, 
120 and 140 degree) and the polarizer after the fiber preamplifier. The minimum pulse dura-
tion obtained was 1.9 ps. In case of a wrong chosen polarization side peaks 7 ps away from the 
main peak appear. 

The complete final setup consists of a seed laser, stretcher, fiber preamplifier, pulse picker, 
amplifier resonator and compressor. The setup is shown schematically in figure 7-9 and sum-
marized as follows. In a double pass configuration, the stretcher (described in chapter 6.1) 
introduces a group delay dispersion of 1.19·108 fs² to the seed pulses and 70 % throughput. 
The calculated corresponding Fourier-limited pulse duration of the 4 nm broad seed spectrum 
supported by the stretcher is 773 fs (FWHM). After stretching to ~430 ps, the double-stage 
fiber amplifier from the Friedrich Schiller University Jena increases the total seed energy to 
~0.7 nJ. After this preamplification stage, a rubidium titanyl phosphate (RTP) Pockels cell is 
used to slice pulses from the ~70 MHz oscillator pulse train at a frequency between 1 kHz and 
20 kHz. An isolator protects the RTP PC against feedback from the amplifier. The BBO PC 
described in chapter 4.3 switches the selected pulses in and out of the amplifier resonator. The 
current beam diameter in the PC is 2.8 mm leading to a calculated B-integral of 1.67 for pulse 
energies of ~30 mJ. The ~1/10 mm thin 0.1 degree wedged Yb:YAG disk mounted on a dia-
mond heat sink is diode pumped with up to 500 W at 940 nm in a region smaller than 3 mm in 
diameter. Following amplification, recompression is performed using two transmission grat-
ings with 1400 lines/mm arranged in a double pass Littrow-configuration (GDD = -1.19·108 
fs²), described in chapter 6.1. The cavity design shown in figure 6-16 was slightly changed for 
higher pump power (smaller radius of curvature of the disk) to obtain stable amplification for 
pump powers as high as 400 W and is shown in figure 7-10 together with the exact used com-
ponents and distances are listed in table 7-1. 
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Fig. 7-9 Schematical regenerative amplifier setup with fiber preamplifier. HR, high reflecting mirror; 
CM, chirped mirror; PC, Pockels cell; TFP, thin-film polarizer; λ/2, half-wave plate; λ/4, quar-
ter-wave plate. 

 

 

Fig. 7-10  Cavity design of the Yb:YAG disk based regenerative amplifier using a single pass through the 
disk. Beam diameter on the disk ~2.45 mm and PC ~3.6 mm. 
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mirror / distance / disk radius of curvature / distance in mm 
end mirror flat 
distance 895 

mirror concave -2500 
distance 1526 

mirror convex +750 
distance 1005 

disk concave -1228 
distance 2459 

end mirror concave -2000 

Tab. 7-1 Distances and used mirrors in the designed cavity displayed in 
figure 7-10 listed from the left to the right side.  

The continuous wave performance of the regenerative amplifier cavity design shown in figure 
7-10 is depicted in figure 7-11. The cw output power between 55 W and 59 W at a pump 
power of 200 W was used as a reference value in case optical damage required a new cavity 
alignment. In case of lower cw output power than the reference value at 200 W of pump 
power one can consider bad alignment or an alignment over a dirty or damaged spot on one of 
the optics inside the amplifier. 
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Fig. 7-11 Continuous wave performance of the amplifier cavity in dependence of the pump power. 

7.2 Results using the long stretcher 

To analyze the pulse build-up and the chaotic behavior of the system presented in figure 7-9, 
the pulse energy was recorded by varying the pump power (PP) in steps of 2 W between 100 
and 300 W at a constant amplification time of 5.82 µs corresponding to 150 round trips (RT) 
in the regenerative resonator at a repetition rate of 6 kHz. For each PP setting, a train of 200 
amplification cycles was traced by a fast photodiode with a rise time < 175 ps and recorded 
with an oscilloscope. The pulse energy of each of the amplified 200 pulses in the measured 
sequence from the energy calibrated photo diode were determined and plotted versus the cor-
responding pump power in a so called bifurcation diagram. 
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Figure 7-12 shows exemplary 20 recorded sequences of the out coupled pulses traced with the 
photo diode at a pump power of 136 W. At this low pump power all pulses are amplified to 
similar energies ~0.35 mJ at the full repetition rate of 6 kHz and at this point no bifurcation 
appeared. Each sequence was recorded for 20 ns at a sampling rate of 1000 points. 

 
Fig. 7-12 Recorded photodiode signal for 20 sequences of the out coupled pulses at a pump power of 136 

W. At this low pump power all pulses are amplified to similar energies ~0.35 mJ at the full 
repetition rate of 6 kHz. Each sequence was recorded 20 ns long with a sampling rate of 1000 
points. 

Figure 7-13 shows 200 measured pulse sequences at 140 W of pump power overlapped in one 
diagram. Obvious the broad range of different peak heights indicating chaotic pulse build-up 
towards higher pump powers. 

Figure 7-14 shows 20 sequences out of the chaotic pulse build-up at a pump power of 180 W. 
Each pulse is coupled out after the same amount of round trips inside the regenerative ampli-
fier resonator with different pulse energy. The pulse energy varies between a maximum of 
25 mJ and a minimum of 0.3 mJ.  

Fig. 7-13 200 measured pulse sequences at 140 W pump power overlapped in one diagram. The smeared 
out peaks indicate chaotic pulse build up towards higher pump powers. 
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Fig. 7-14 20 recorded sequences out of the chaotic pulse build up at a pump power of 180 W. The out-

coupled energy varies between 25 mJ and 0.3 mJ. Each sequence was recorded 20 ns long with 
a sampling rate of 1000 points. 

Figure 7-15 shows 200 measured pulse sequences at 280 W of pump power overlapped in one 
diagram. The pulse build-up is completely chaotic and each pulse leaves the amplifier with a 
different energy. Figure 7-16 shows the corresponding energy distribution in a bifurcation 
diagram recorded by varying the pump power in steps of 2 W between 100 and 300 W at a 
constant amplification time of 5.82 µs corresponding to 150 round trips  in the regenerative 
amplifier resonator. For each pump power setting, a train of 200 amplification cycles was 
traced by a fast photodiode with a rise time < 175 ps and recorded with an oscilloscope. The 
pulse energy of each of the amplified 200 pulses in the measured sequence from the energy 
calibrated photo diode were determined and plotted versus the corresponding pump power. To 
record the bifurcation diagram via the entire pump power range a peak finding software based 
on Matlab was used to detect the maxima of the 200 recorded sequences (figure 7-17) at each 
set value of pump power. The resulting bifurcation diagram bases on 20000 data points, 
where each data point corresponds to a measured single pulse energy. 

Fig. 7-15 200 measured pulse sequences at 280 W pump power overlapped in one diagram. The pulse 
build up is completely chaotic and each pulse leaves the amplifier with a different energy. 
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Fig. 7-16 Measured bifurcation diagram for 150 round trips in dependence of the pump power at a repe-

tition rate of 6 kHz. 

Fig. 7-17 Output scheme of the peak finding software. 

For pump powers below 140 W normal amplification at the full repetition rate of 6 kHz ap-
plied to the PC can be observed. Above 140 W the first bifurcation occurs, leading to com-
pletely chaotic pulse energies above 170 W. A stable regime of period doubling commences 
for pump powers higher than 240 W resulting in a repetition rate of 3 kHz. Due to low ther-
mal lensing in the disk, the amplifier resonator was stable over the full range of pump power. 
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In the regime of period doubling the contrast between the two adjacent pulses coupled out by 
the PC at a repetition rate of 6 kHz is higher than a factor of 500 and as mentioned before 
from an application standpoint can be safely neglected, as the OPA gain scales as the expo-
nential of the square root of the pump intensity [10]. The typical maximum pulse energy of 
25 mJ was measured at 284 W of pump power with an average output power of 75 W after the 
compression. The period doubling regime provides highly stable output pulse energies due to 
saturation of the gain media allowing for every second pulse to extract the entire stored en-
ergy from the pumped area of the disk. Taking the compression losses into account, the total 
optical efficiency was calculated to be 26 %. 

Fig. 7-18 200 overlapped measured sequences at 210 W pump power in a stable period doubling regime. 

Figure 7-18 shows 200 overlapped sequences for the case of stable period doubling at 3 kHz 
and visualizes the small energy fluctuation of < 0.5 % and the total absence of any other 
pulses containing less energy. 

In case of period doubling the regenerative amplifier needs to be saturated in average power. 
Stable single energy period doubling derives only when the energy stored in the laser gain 
media is completely extracted during the first amplification cycle and is not sufficiently re-
covered until the following pulse is switched into the resonator amplifier. Figure 7-19 shows 
the pulse build up (green curve) in the regenerative amplifier together with the out coupled 
pulse (yellow) for one amplification cycle in the period doubling regime for a pump power of 
212 W, a resulting repetition rate of 3 kHz leading to 13 mJ pulse energy after the compres-
sion with a root-mean-square (RMS) fluctuation in pulse energy of < 0.52 % at 5.8 µs ampli-
fication time corresponding to ~150 round trips inside the amplifier cavity. 

Operating within an intermittent stable regime in the deterministic chaos of the continuously 
pumped regenerative amplifier shown in figure 7-16, an average output power of > 75 W at a 
repetition rate of 3 kHz with pulse energies exceeding 25 mJ, a pulse-to-pulse stability of 
< 0.7 % (RMS), a pulse duration of 1.6 ps and a bandwidth of 1 nm (FWHM) at a center 
wavelength of 1030.2 nm were measured. Figure 7-20 shows the measured autocorrelation 
trace and the optical spectrum of the laser output at 25 mJ. The resulting time bandwidth 
product of 0.46 is within 5 % of the transform limit of 0.441 for Gaussian pulses. The meas-
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ured spectrum for the output pulses amplified to energies of 25.0 mJ pulse energy at a repeti-
tion rate of 3.0 kHz in the period doubling regime is shown in figure 7-21. 

Fig. 7-19 Pulse build up (green curve) in the regenerative amplifier together with the out coupled pulse 
(yellow) in the period doubling regime (pump power 212 W, resulting repetition rate of 3 kHz, 
13 mJ pulse energy after the compression, RMS fluctuation < 0.52 %, 5.8 µs amplification 
time = 150 round trips inside the amplifier cavity). 
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Fig. 7-20 Measured SHG autocorrelation of the compressed output pulses at 25.0 mJ pulse energy at a 

repetition rate of 3.0 kHz in the period doubling regime (280 W pump power, 150 round trips, 
RMS fluctuation < 1.0 %). 

Gain narrowing reduces the bandwidth to 1 nm and steepens the pulse duration inside the am-
plifier cavity to 200 ps before compression. Taking the compression losses of 77 % into ac-

FWHM = 2.3 ps
τ = 1.63 ps
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count, the total optical efficiency was calculated to be 26 %. In addition to pulse stability of 
1% at 25.0 mJ and 3.0 kHz, the disk-amplifier also exhibits good spatial beam qualities neces-
sary for homogeneous parametric amplification. 

Beyond a superior stability of pulse energy, the disk-amplifier also exhibits an excellent beam 
quality, which is also critical for parametric amplification. The amplifier cavity supports only 
the TEM00 fundamental laser mode, resulting in a near diffraction-limited beam with 
M² = 1.03 measured at the maximum pulse energy with a commercial camera-based system 
according to ISO Standard 11146. The beam profile is shown in figure 7-22 followed by the 
measured beam caustic depicted in figure 7-23. 
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Fig. 7-21 Measured spectrum for output pulse energies of  25.0 mJ at a repetition rate of 3.0 kHz in the 

period doubling regime (280 W pump power, 150 round trips, RMS fluctuation < 1.0 %). 

 

Fig. 7-22 Beam profile after out coupling of the regenerative amplifier (25.0 mJ, 3.0 kHz, 280 W pump 
power, 150 round trips, RMS fluctuation < 1.0 %). 

By varying parameters like the number of round trips and pump power, which affect the la-
ser’s bifurcation characteristics [104,110,111], the intermittent stable pulse regime of period 

∆λ = 1.02 m 
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doubling can be shifted to different single-energy ranges allowing output energies between 2 
and 25 mJ at 3 kHz. For example, by using fewer round trips, the intermittent stable regime is 
followed by a further chaotic interval and stable output energy occurs between a lower and 
upper pump power limit for period doubling. The measured pump power dependent bifurca-
tion diagram for 120 amplifier round trips in figure 7-24 shows an intermittent stable period 
doubling regime between 200 W and 240 W of pump power. 
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Fig. 7-23 Measured caustic according to ISO Standard 11146 for calculating the beam quality and the M² 

factor. 
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Fig. 7-24 Measured bifurcation diagram for 120 round trips for varying pump power. 

Figure 7-25 shows the influence of the pump power on the lower and upper period doubling 
limits for different number of round trips varying between 85 and 230 corresponding to an 
amplification time between 3.3 and 9.0 µs. The higher the number of round trips the lower the 
period doubling energy. High out put energies require a lower number of round trips and 
higher pump power. Figure 7-26 shows the same measurement for the dependency of the 
lower and upper limits of period doubling but in a different illustration versus the number of 
round trips and confirms the cognizance that for higher output energies less round trips are 
required and vice versa. But it also shows the achievable pulse energy for period doubling at a 

doubling 
regime chaos 
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given number of round trips. The less the number of round trips the broader the single energy 
regime of period doubling. Below 84 round trips, no chaotic pulse build up could be detected. 
A short range of  pulse energy splitting is followed by a broad range of stable single energy 
period doubling between pump powers of 120 and 360 W delivering output energies between 
5 and 26 mJ. 
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Fig. 7-25 Lower and upper period doubling limits versus the pump power for different number of round 

trips for a PC repetition rate of 6 kHz leading to 3 kHz periode doubled output pulses (between  
85 and 230 round trips corresponding to 3.3 and 9.0 µs amplification time). 
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Fig. 7-26 Lower and upper period doubling limits versus the number of round trips for different pump 

powers at a PC repetition rate of 6 kHz leading to 3 kHz period doubled output pulses. (be-
tween  165  and 230 W pump power). 

In conclusion, the regenerative chirped pulse amplifier based on a Yb:YAG thin disk achieves 
at a repetition rate of 3.0 kHz in a near diffraction-limited beam with M² = 1.03 pulse energies 
of 25 mJ with a pulse duration of 1.6 ps at a wavelength of 1030.2 nm and a pulse-to-pulse 
stability < 0.7 % optical synchronized to a Ti:sapphire oscillator. The peak power of > 15 GW 
exceeds all reported values for regenerative amplifier in the multi-kHz range. 

230 round trips

85 round trips

decreasing number
of round trips 
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8 Nonlinear compressor 

Spectral broadening of laser pulses by SPM in nonlinear fibers or gases followed by chirp 
compensation in suitable phase-dispersive elements is a well-established technique for pulse 
shortening, especially for the generation of few cycle pulses. In 1997 pulse durations below 
5 fs could be achieved by focusing 20 fs long pulses of a Ti:sapphire laser into a krypton 
filled hollow fiber followed by a chirped mirror compressor [112]. Using a similar, improved 
system pulse durations below 4 fs could be demonstrated with sub-mJ energy in 2007 [7]. But 
also high average power lasers with longer pulse durations around 800 fs could be further 
compressed using a large-mode-area holey fiber to broaden the spectra followed by a prism 
based compressor resulting in shortened pulse durations of 33 fs at 34 MHz repetition rate and 
an average power of 18 W [113].  

Broadening the spectra of higher energetic pulses via SPM bulk material like sapphire plates 
or gas cells can be used to avoid optical damage in hollow fibers or nonlinear fibers. To fur-
ther reduce the pulse duration of the regenerative amplifier output a high gas pressure cell and 
an additional grating based compressor had been applied. The high gas pressure cell had been 
constructed originally for an ultrabroadband, coherent light source for waveform synthesis 
[114]. The 60 cm long gas cell has been designed to sustain high gas pressure, adjustable in 
the range of 0 to 80 bar enclosed between two 1 mm thin for 1030 nm anti-reflex coated 
fused-silica windows with a clear aperture of 8 mm and is shown in figure 8-1. 

Fig. 8-1 High gas pressure cell for spectral broadening via self phase modulation of the laser beam. 

To avoid spatial beam distortions due to plasma formation and self-channeling, the laser peak 
power in the gas cell must be smaller than the self-focusing value and below the multiphoton 
ionization threshold, which applies for the given pulse duration. In a preliminary self-
channeling test, the beam with 10 mm diameter, pulse energies of 10 mJ at a repetition rate of 
3.0 kHz was focused by a 1000 mm lens into the first evacuated cell which was than refilled 
and pressurized with noble gas until white light generation and plasma formation was de-
tected.  

Using this method, different gases were analyzed at varying pressures for maximum spectral 
broadening. In first experiments lower pulse energies of 10 mJ were chosen to avoid optical 
damage of the entrance window of the gas cell and the following optics like out-put window, 
lenses and gratings in case of self focusing and self channeling caused by too high gas pres-
sures in the cell while searching for the optimum gas pressure. Using a second 1000 m focal 
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lens the beam was recollimated and further compressed in a delay line introducing an addi-
tional GDD of -1.3·105 fs². The compressor consisted of two transmission gratings with 
1400 lines/mm separated by 6 mm in a similar set up introduced in chapter 6.1 and is shown 
in figure 6-6 with an overall transmission of 80% in a double pass. The entire setup for the 
nonlinear compression scheme is shown in figure 8-2. 

Fig. 8-2 Schematical setup of the nonlinear compressor using a gas cell for spectral broadening and a 
transmission grating based compressor. 

In the preliminary setup, the maximum gas pressure was limited to 5.0 bar by the manometer 
used and the connected hoses. Spectral broadening was explored for Helium, Xenon, Krypton, 
Argon and Neon. Up to 5.0 bar, no significant spectral broadening was observed by using 
Helium and Neon. The spectra for Xenon, Krypton and Argon measured below the threshold 
of SF are shown in figure 8-3 in comparison to the measured spectrum by using the evacuated 
gas cell. 
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Fig. 8-3 Measured broadened spectra due to self phase modulation in different noble gases compared to 

the initial spectrum. 

The gases Xenon and Krypton led already at low absolute pressures to significant spectral 
broadening. Unfortunately the threshold between SPM and self-channeling was very small in 
both gases and difficult to adjust precisely by using the pressure reducer of the gas bottle and 
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valves to refill the evacuated gas cell. The most reliable result could be achieved in 3.6 bar of 
Argon. Argon was therefore used to perform the further compression although the observed 
broadening was less than for Xenon and Krypton. 

After the recompression, a clean autocorrelation could be measured for a pressure at 2.8 bar of 
Argon. The pulse duration was measured to be 600 fs. At an increased pressure of 3.6 bar the 
pulse duration could be decreased to 450 fs but unfortunately with side wings in the autocor-
relation trace due to imperfect recompression. 
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Fig. 8-4 Measured autocorrelation traces after the nonlinear compression scheme shown in figure 8-2. 

The experiment can only be seen as preliminary and incomplete but nevertheless it could be 
demonstrated that significant pulse shortening is possible by using a nonlinear compression 
scheme. Other experiments with femtosecond lasers showed that gentle focusing conditions 
lead to an improved performance and a broader stable regime between SPM and self-
channeling. The use of a longer focusing lens and a longer gas cell would lead to a longer 
interaction length between the laser beam and the gas and could improve the mechanism of 
spectral broadening due to SPM. Larger entrance and output windows with an increased aper-
ture would further allow to use the full pulse energy of disposal. The compressor using two 
transmission gratings was simple to align but for future experiments the distance between the 
two gratings needs to be adjustable via micrometer screws to perform better compression. 
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9 Multipass booster amplifier 

Currently, a multi pass amplifier based on the 5 kW disk laser head from Trumpf Laser 
GmbH und Co. KG is in construction to further amplify the pulse energy to 200 mJ at 3 kHz. 
Therefore, just based on simple scaling laws, the pumped disk diameter will be increased by a 
factor of three from 2.4 mm to 7.2 mm and the maximum pump power will be raised from 
currently 500 W by a factor of 10 to 5 kW. Expecting 20 % gain per reflection via the disc 10 
passes will be realized with additional back reflection to achieve 20 passes through the disk in 
total. To avoid air fluctuations in front of the pumped disk due to heating, the amplifier will 
be build in vacuum which allows for stable and reliable 2f-imaging of the multiple passes 
through the disk without optical breakthrough in air. 
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Fig. -1 Calculated amplification for different pump powers on pump spot diameters of 10.1 and 11.3 

mm diameter for an initial seed energy of 5 mJ at 10 kHz. 

 

 
Fig. 9-2 Partial views of the multi pass amplifier system. The left side shows the front view of the imag-

ing mirrors and holders while the right side shows the three dimensional view of the imaging 
system. 
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Originally, the here mentioned multipass amplifier was planned to amplify 5 mJ pulses to 
50 mJ at a repetition rate of 10 kHz. Figure 9-1 shows the calculated amplification for differ-
ent pump powers and two different beam diameters. With a pump spot diameter of 11.3 mm 
and a total pump power of 5 kW, energies of more than 80 mJ can be expected.  The predic-
tion was done by Jochen Speiser (Institut für Strahlwerkzeuge, University Stuttgart, Germany) 
using the time resolved calculation presented in [82]. Reducing the repetition rate by a factor 
of three to 3 kHz the expected output energy would increase to approximately 240 mJ neglect-
ing the losses trough the fluorescence due to the lifetime of the upper laser level of ~1 ms. 
Considering lower repetition rates around 1 kHz one could expect at least 600 mJ. 

Fig. 9-3 General view of the multipass amplifier system. The vacuum chamber on the left side contains 
the disk amplifier head together with one mirror holder and in the right vacuum chamber the 
imaging mirrors shown in the picture above are enclosed.  

Fig. 9-4 Picture of the imaging vacuum chamber in the especially for the multipass amplifier established 
laboratory. 
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Figure 9-2 shows partial views of the multi pass amplifier system. The left side shows the 
front view of the imaging mirrors and holders while the right side shows the three dimen-
sional few of the imaging system. The complete apparatus of the constructed multipass ampli-
fier is shown in figure 9-3 and a picture of the imaging vacuum chamber in the especially for 
the multipass amplifier established laboratory is shown in figure 9-4.  

Fig. 9-5 Pump light homogenizer constructed at the IFSW (Technical University Stuttgart) for 5 kW of 
pump light provided by two diode stacks from Jenoptik Laserdiode GmbH with 2.5 kW each.  

mirror / distance / disk radius of curvature / distance in mm 
disk -2000 

distance 1750 
mirror concave -1500 

distance 1500 
mirror concave -1500 

distance 1750 
mirror concave -2000 

distance 2000 
disk -2000 

Tab. 9-1 Distances and used mirrors in the designed multipass amplifier shown in 
figure 9-3. Listed from the left to the right side of the shown multipass 
scheme presented in figure 9-6. 

Currently at the completition of this work, all parts of the amplifier system have been already 
manufactured and are waiting for being assembled. The multipass amplifier will be pumped 
by the 5 kW pump light homogenizer designed and constructed at the Institut für Strahl-
werkzeuge (IFSW, Technical University Stuttgart) shown in figure 9-5. The two 2.5 kW di-
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ode stacks from Jenoptik Laserdiode GmbH are collimated in both axis and focused into a 
20 cm long glass rod and there homogenized via multiple reflection. Followed by a recollima-
tion after three lenses the pump light can be transported via mirrors to the laser amplifier 
head. 

As mentioned above the 10 passes through the disk are realized with an imaging system that 
steers the beams between the disk and three groups of imaging mirrors. Table 9-1 shows the 
mirrors and distances calculated for on imaging procedure from the disk back to itself. The 
beam path of the imaging system is shown in figure 9-6. 

Fig. 9-6 Calculated beam path through the multipass amplifier. A mirror images the incoming 8 mm 
diameter beam onto the disk. Three imaging mirrors mounted in the holders shown in figure 9-
4 steer the beam back to the disk. This imaging procedure is repeated 10 times. 

To overcome damage problems on the disk increasing the beam diameter by a factor of two 
and the pump power by a factor of four pulse energies above 2 J could be achieved in an addi-
tional multipass amplifier based on the 12 kW head from Dausinger + Giesen GmbH shown 
in figure 2-3. A system delivering pulse energies in the joule range could be based on an opti-
cally synchronized regenerative amplifier similar to the system mentioned above and two post 
amplifiers. Chirped pulse amplification would be required to overcome nonlinear effects in 
the regenerative amplifier and optical damage on the optics. Stretching the pulses at a band-
width of 1 nm (TBL 1.6 ps) to 200 ps (group delay dispersion of ~1.2·108 fs²) would comply 
with the above mentioned requirements while still allowing a compact ~2 m long compressor 
setup using dielectric reflection gratings with efficiencies at high as 99 % , 1740 lines/mm on 
~300 to 400 mm wide gratings. 

incoming collimated 
beam Ø 8mm 

disk disk disk 

mirror concave roi = -1500 

mirror concave roi = -2000 
mirror concave roi = -1500 mm 
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10  Conclusion 

This work presents the experimental realization of different regenerative amplifiers based on 
an Yb:YAG gain medium in a thin disk configuration mounted and experimentally investi-
gated in two different laser amplifier heads from the Institut für Strahlwerkzeuge (IFSW) and 
Trumpf Laser GmbH & Co respectively. Based on the principles of a chirped pulse amplifier 
a new apparatus was developed aiming at the improvement of several bottlenecks in optical 
parametric chirped pulse amplifiers.  

Summarized, the generation of 25 mJ, 1.6 ps pulses delivered in a near-diffraction-limited 
beam at a wavelength of 1030.2 nm with a root-mean-square pulse-to-pulse stability of 
smaller than 0.7 % and a repetition rate of 3.0 kHz from a regenerative chirped pulse ampli-
fier based on a thin-disk Yb:YAG gain medium can be reported. 

The implementation of a dispersive delay line led to a significant increase of the pulse energy 
from 1 mJ in previous regenerative amplifiers without CPA to > 32 mJ with a chirped pulse 
duration of ∼200 ps directly available after the regenerative amplifier. The grating based 
compressor introduced 23 % losses to the pulse energy leading to 25 mJ pulses with a nearly 
time bandwidth limited compressed pulse duration of 1.6 ps. The peak power after the com-
pression exceeds 15 GW. To the best of our knowledge, this is the most powerful multi-kHz 
regenerative amplifier reported to date. 

For the first time a broadly intermittent single-energy regime in the deterministic chaos of a 
pumped regenerative amplifier could be exploited to produce not only high pulse energies but 
also a remarkable and superior stability of a root-mean-square fluctuation in pulse energy of 
< 0.7 %. Complete saturation of the gain medium in every second amplification cycle ensures 
highly stable and reproducible operation of the developed laser system. Measured at the high-
est pulse energy of 25 mJ at 3.0 kHz repetition rate (75 W of average power) over a period of 
more than one hour a fluctuation of only ± 0.5 W in average power could be observed and 
corresponds to a long time stability of 0.66 %. This illustrates that highly stable performance 
of a regenerative amplifier can still be achieved at repetition rates close to the inverse upper 
state lifetime of the laser gain medium resulting usually in strongly chaotic pulse build up 
behavior. Utilizing the period doubling regime in the chaotic pulse build-up leads not only to 
a superior stable performance but also to a very high overall optical efficiency of 26 % includ-
ing the compression losses. Without compression losses the slope efficiency reaches 53 % for 
the pulses directly out of the amplifier. 

Experiments with an additional nonlinear compression scheme showed the potential of further 
reduction in pulse duration to at least 450 fs. The simple setup consisting of a gas cell and an 
extra transmission grating based compressor introduces additional 20 % losses in pulse energy 
but increases the peak power at the same time by a factor of > 3. In first experiments 8 mJ 
pulses at a repetition rate of 3.0 kHz with ∼17 GW peak power could be achieved. Adapting 
the nonlinear compression stage for higher input pulse energies, peak powers as high as 
∼50 GW seem to be attainable. The pulse energy provided by the regenerative amplifier is 
high enough to further amplify the pulses at kilohertz repetition rates in a multipass configura-
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tion. Based on simple scalable disk amplifiers higher energies can be reached with a reason-
able small amount of passes through the gain medium although the thin disk laser active me-
dia provides small overall gain between 10 to 20 %. Calculations show that at repetition rates 
of 10.0 kHz pulse energies of 80 mJ can be expected. Considering lower repetition rates 
around 1.0 kHz pulse energies of 600 mJ seem to be realistic to achieve with an additional 
post amplifier directly after the regenerative system. 
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11  Outlook 

The following lines summarize the perspective of the presented laser system in the foresee-
able time ahead and point out more future-orientated goals that the developed pump source 
should allow to tackle beside the advantages already mentioned in the introduction. 

Employing new few-cycle laser systems generating pulse energies clearly exceeding the mJ-
level in the near infrared, the XUV radiation will be shifted towards higher photon energies 
enabling experimental studies on previously unexplored intermolecular- and atom-dynamics. 
Reaching the “water window”, a wavelength range where water is transparent while carbon 
structures can be imaged, between 2.2 and 4.4 nm, would allow in situ analysis of biological 
relevant molecules. The free electron laser in Hamburg (FLASH) generates currently about 
50 fs long pulses at wavelengths down to 6.9 nm with a flux of about 1013 photons per pulse 
[115]. Currently these pulses are too long and have too low photon energy to observe fast mo-
tions in long biological molecules via diffraction and allow only observation on frozen sam-
ples. Therefore short attosecond pulses with high photon flux are required to measure in a 
single shot the diffraction pattern delivering the information of the molecule allowing obser-
vations simultaneously in space and time with sub-atomic resolution. Currently the standard 
driving source for HHG and pump-probe experiments is a Ti:sapphire laser based laser system 
(Femtopower) from Femtolasers Produktions GmbH delivering 107 to 108 XUV photons per 
shot which is currently not sufficient for XUV diffraction measurements on biological tissues. 
Additional the pulse energy is not efficient to generate two attosecond XUV-beams to use 
them in pump-probe experiments due to the low count rate monitored in such experiments. 

Ishii et el demonstrated in 2005 a near infrared OPA [20] operating at 20 Hz with an conver-
sion efficiency of 16 % from the 50 mJ pump pulse at 532 nm to the compressed 10 fs short 
NIR pulse amplified to 8 mJ. Although the repetition rate of the presented system is too low 
for pump-probe experiments it showed the feasibility of a multi-millijoule few-cycle OPA. 
Such a system pumped with the in this work developed regenerative amplifier could achieve 
few cycle pulses with pulse energies above 2.5 mJ at 3 kHz allowing XUV-XUV pump-probe 
experiments and would abolish the current limitation on observations of systems witch are 
sensitive to the NIR infrared and the XUV-beam at the same time. 

Infrared OPCPAs similar to the one demonstrated from Gu et al. [19] pumped with a powerful 
ps-laser could possibly generate IR terawatt scale pulses close to the single-cycle regime lead-
ing via HHG to broadband XUV pulses close to the atomic unit of time of 24 as. 

The simple scalability of thin disk lasers and their elegantly solved thermal issues of high av-
erage power lasers could possibly lead to powerful pump sources for petawatt scale lasers 
with repetition rates in the kilohertz regime leading to table-top free electron accelerators. The 
theoretical maximum upper diameter for disk based amplifier media is limited by amplified 
spontaneous emission which travels in a zigzag course between the two surfaces of the disk 
and was calculated to be 5 m, being able to deliver a maximum output energy of 6500 J [116]. 
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12  Symbols and abbreviations 

Symbol Denotation Unit 

a0 Overall Gain dimensionless

B B-integral dimensionless

c Speed of light m/s 

d Thickness m 

d grating constant m 

deff Effective second order nonlinear coefficient m/V 

e Electron charge C 

E Field strength V/m 

E0 Seed energy J 

E1 Intra cavity energy J 

f focal length m 

G Gain dimensionless

g Gain dimensionless

GD Group delay s 

GDD Group delay dispersion s² 

gRT Total roundtrip gain dimensionless

Ñ Reduced Planck constant eVs 

I Intensity W/cm² 

I0 Peak intensity W/cm² 

Ip Ionization potential eV 

Ip Pump intensity W/cm² 

ki Idler wave vectors s/m 

kp Pump laser wave vectors s/m 

ks Signal wave vectors s/m 

L Length m 

Lb Gain medium length m 

LPC Pockels cell length m 

m Electron mass MeV/c² 
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Symbol Denotation Unit 

n Number of round trips dimensionless

n Total refractive index dimensionless

n0 Refractive index dimensionless

n2 Nonlinear refractive index cm²/V 

ni Refractive index idler dimensionless

np Refractive index pump laser dimensionless

ns Refractive index signal dimensionless

ntot Total number of roundtrips dimensionless

2n  Nonlinear refractive index cm²/W 

2PCn  Pockels cell refractive index dimensionless

Pcr,1 Self trapping power W 

Pcr1 Critical Power 1 
T
22r  Electro-optic coefficient m/V 

rb Beam diameter in th gain medium m 

rPC Beam diameter in the Pockels cell m 

t Time s 

T0 initial pulse duration s 

T1 output pulse duration s 

TFWHM Full width half maximum pulse duration s 

Tin Input pulse duration s 

Tout Output pulse duration s 

Up Ponderomotive potential eV 

V1/4 Quarter-wave voltage V 

w0 Center frequency 1/s 

z distance m 

β Angle of incidence radiant 

β’ Diffraction angle radiant 

β2 Group velocity dispersion s²/m 

χ(3) Third order susceptibility dimensionless

ε0 Permittivity of free space As/Vm 
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Symbol Denotation Unit 

∆λ Free spectral range m 

∆λg Supported bandwidth m 

∆ωg Spectral FWHM of the gain curve 1/s 

λ Wavelength m 

λc Center wavelength m 

λi Idler wave length   m 

λp Pump wavelength m 

λs Signal wavelength m 

µ0  Permeability of free space N/A² 

τ Pulse duration s 

τin Input pulse duration s 

τout Output pulse duration s 

ω Frequency 1/s 

ω1 Signal frequency 1/s 

ω2 Idler frequency 1/s 

ω3 Pump field of the frequency  1/s 

ωs Signal frequency 1/s 

ψ Spectral phase radiant 

   

Abbreviation Denotation  

Al2O3 Aluminum oxide  

ASE Amplified spontaneous emission  

BBO β-barium borate  

CEP Carrier-envelope phase  

CM Chirped mirror  

CP Compensating plate  

CPA Chirped pulse amplification  

cw Continuous wave  

DFG Difference frequency generation  

DM Dichroic mirror  
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Abbreviation Denotation  

F Fluoride  

FS Fused silica  

FWHM Full width half maxiumum  

GD Group delay  

GDD Group-delay dispersion  

GVD Group-velocity dispersion  

HHG High-order harmonic generation  

HR High reflecting mirror  

HV high-voltage  

IFSW Institut für Strahlwerkzeuge  

IR Infrared  

KGW Potassium gadolinium tungstate  

KTP Potassium Titanyl Phosphate  

LLNL Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory  

Lu2O3 Lutetium oxide  

Mg Magnesium 

Mg2F2 Magnesium fluoride 

OPA Optical parametric amplifier 

OPCPA Optical parametric chirped pulse amplification 

OPO Optical parametric oscillator 

PC Pockels cell 

PP-MgO:LN Magnesium-oxide-doped periodically poled lithium niobate 

RMS Root-mean-square 

RTP Rubidium titanyl phosphate 

Sc2O3 Scandium oxide 

SF Self focusing 

SHG Second harmonic generation 

SPM Self phase modulation 

TBL Time bandwidth limited 

Te Tellurium 
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Abbreviation Denotation 

TFP Thin film polarizer 

XUV Extreme ultraviolet 

Y2O3 Yttrium oxide 

YAG Ytterbium aluminum garnet 

YALO Yttrium aluminum oxide 

Yb Ytterbium 
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